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Abstract
The requirement for an accurate, time efficient and cost effective measure to predict violent
recidivism in forensic hospital inpatients was highlighted by the Committee of Inquiry into
the Personality Disorder Unit of Ashworth Special Hospital (Fallon et al., 1999) which
identified a need for a 'consistent and standardised assessment protocol'. The Violence Risk
Appraisal Guide (VRAG) is a such measure but in its traditional form requires the
completion of the Psychopathy Checklist (PCL-R), a predominantly interview based
assessment requiring a trained rater. The Child and Adolescent Taxon Scale (CATS), a
records based assessment which is substantially faster to calculate without the requirement
for either an interview or trained interviewer, has been proposed as a valid alternative to the
PCL-R score within the VRAG (Quinsey et al., 1998). The present study in a UK Forensic
inpatient setting, the State Hospital, examined the validity of calculating the VRAG using the
CATS instead of the PCL-R in either its interview or records based form. It considers the
influence of raters on reliability, the nature of differences between VRAG scores calculated
using the CATS in comparison to the PCL-R, and the extent of measurement overlap
between the CATS and PCL-R items. It was concluded that the calculation of the VRAG
replacing the PCL-R score with the CATS is a valid and cost effective alternative but at the
cost of some accuracy.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The need to assess risk.
1.1.1 Introduction
There is a widely held belief that there is a link between mental illness and crime and that
clear cut markers exist which indicate increased risk of dangerousness. The views of mental
health professionals on risk of dangerousness are integral to detention under the mental
health acts and increasingly sought (Campbell, 1995; Miller & Morris, 1986; Moore et al.,
1983) during legal proceedings regarding initial disposal decisions and parole eligibility.
Recent reviews of the care of mentally disordered offenders (Reed, 1992; Scottish Office,
1999), and persons with psychopathic disorder (Reed, 1994), the MacLean Consultation
Paper (1999) and the enquiry into the Personality Disorder Unit at Ashworth Hospital
(Fallon et ah, 1999) have further highlighted the role of risk assessment. Rather than
addressing community care and its associated risk management they address the post trial
disposal of offenders, how they might best be managed within the judicial and hospital
systems. Suggestions for alternative disposal options for mentally disordered offenders will
serve to increase and further formalise the role of mental health professionals in assessing
risk. Yet as MacLean points out "Any new disposal based on dangerousness ... would
require an assessment of risk to be made, and may be difficult to justify unless the risk
assessment procedure is sufficiently robust" (1999).
The present study reviews the literature on the ability of current clinical and actuarial
measures to assess risk and evaluates a more cost effective method of calculating a
promising actuarial measure, the Violence Risk Appraisal Guide.
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1.1.2 The relationship between mental disorder and crime
The public perceive the mentally ill to be at a greater risk of committing violent acts (Borum
et al., 1996; Bingley, 1997) perhaps reflecting the much publicised tragic failures of the
recent shift towards care in the community (Bingley, 1997; North East and South East
Thames Regional Health Authorities, 1994 - Regarding Clunis). A person who is dangerous
has been defined as one who has "a propensity to cause serious physical illness or lasting
psychological harm" (Home Office & DHSS, 1975) or who has "indicated by word or deed
that he is more likely than most people to do serious harm, or act in a way that is likely to
result in serious harm" (Walker, 1978). Risk in this context can be defined as the likelihood
of a person acting in a dangerous way (Prins, 1996a), or of an event occurring (Snowden,
1997).
Is their perception accurate? Do the mentally ill represent a significant risk to the public?
The conclusions of early reviews which suggested that there was no link between mental
disorder and criminal behaviour (Bonita et al. 1998; Borum et al., 1996; Monahan &
Steadman, 1983) have been superseded by the conclusion that the mentally ill do present a
higher risk of re-offending than non-offenders but less than that of an offender population
(Bonita et al., 1998; Home Office, 1993). When violent offending only is considered,
prevalence rates are higher amongst the mentally ill and in turn there is a higher prevalence
of mental disorder amongst those who commit violent crimes (Wessley, 1997; Borum et al.,
1996; Monahan, 1992; Swanson etal., 1990; Swanson, 1994). However, this increased risk
does not reflect a causal link between mental ill health and propensity to criminal behaviour
but rather that a similar aetiology of offending behaviour exists in both the mentally ill and
offender populations (Reed, 1997). Mentally disordered offenders and 'well' offenders tend
to share demographic and historical characteristics (Monahan & Steadman, 1983) such as a
history of prior criminality and social disadvantage (Chiswick & Cope, 1995). It has
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therefore been suggested that the same predictors should be used to establish future potential
risk in these populations and not symptomatology (Rice, 1997). The only exception to this
may be the existence of current psychotic symptoms which may account for the increased
lifetime risk of violence in schizophrenia (e.g. Lindquist & Allebeck, 1990; Wessely et al.,
1994; Borum et al., 1996; Reed, 1997) and by definition those with psychopathic disorder
(Reed, 1997).
1.1.3 The mental health acts and risk assessment
The relationship between mental disorder and risk of violence is legally recognised by
current mental health legislation with the Mental Health Act 1984 allowing compulsory
detention when it is considered 'necessary for his health and safety or the protection of
others that he should receive such treatment' (MacLean, 1999). Such hospital orders may be
accompanied by restriction orders where the patient is the responsibility of the secretary of
state but their discharge is conditional allowing their recall for further treatment if necessary
(MacLean, 1999). For discharge under either order the patient must no longer meet the
criteria for detention, that is they must no longer present a risk to themselves or others, and
decisions are guided by the principal that persons should be held under no greater security
than is justified by the danger they represent (Reed, 1992). This has led to mental health
professionals being responsible for a continual process of reassessment and monitoring of an
individual's level of risk (Mulvey & Lidz, 1995; Reed, 1997). As they were recently
reminded they must consider an individual's 'potential for dangerous behaviour' when
discharging (NHS Executive, 1994). Care in the community brings with it rare, but
considerable, risks for the public if release decisions are misguided, something which special
enquiries into failures and media interest keep to the fore, perhaps biasing risk assessment
through fear of liability (Diamond, 1974; Monahan, 1996). This is not an idle fear when
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reconviction rates after discharge from special hospitals for serious offences are between 6
and 27% (Chiswick & Cope, 1995; Bailey & MacCulloch, 1994) rising to 34% over ten and
a half years (Buchanan, 1998). In addition it has been recommended that mentally
disordered offenders held under the mental health acts should have regular assessments of
their needs which should be updated annually (Reed, 1992).
1.1.4 Proposed alternative sentencing options for mentally disordered
offenders
The Mental Health (Scotland) Act 1984 attempted to incorporate persons with psychopathy,
and without other diagnoses, within its remit by specifying that persons whose illness is
manifest only by abnormally aggressive or seriously irresponsible conduct could be detained
but only if treatment was likely to alleviate, or prevent a deterioration in, their condition
(MacLean, 1999). As a result the House of Lords has upheld the argument that persons
deemed untreatable could not be detained, and that preventative detention on the grounds of
dangerousness was not allowable under the 1984 Act (MacLean, 1999). This ruling, in
addition to creating much debate on the definitions of both personality disorder and
treatability, has led to the acknowledgement that there is a 'hole' in our mental health
legislation that may create difficulties for those sentencing offenders with personality
disorder. This loophole in current legislation has recently been highlighted by a case that has
received widespread press coverage concerning the release of a State Hospital patient on the
grounds that his personality disorder is untreatable, an unpopular ruling that has provoked
much public debate. To give mentally disordered offenders a determinate prison sentence
allows them release at a fixed time without reference to their risk to society (Bacon, 1997;
Duggan, 1997) whilst a hospital order may allow them release at any time they are
considered no longer treatable and therefore detainable. A number of recent reports have
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attempted to address this issue with proposals for alternative sentencing options for this
population incorporating the assessment of risk.
The Reed Report (1994) highlighted the difficulties in assessing risk in persons with
psychopathic disorder and recommended that, informed by research, 'a concise and practical
set of guidelines should be prepared and widely distributed to those whose difficult task it is
to assess risk and decide on proposals for discharge'. In addition they suggested the
implementation of a 'hybrid order' where both a hospital order and prison sentence could be
imposed simultaneously allowing the offender to be transferred to prison should they
become unbeatable when their discharge would pose a risk to public safety.
The issue of future risk is also central to the MacLean Consultation Paper (1999) whose
remit is to examine the options for the management, treatment and sentencing disposal of
violent and sexual offenders who present a continuing danger to the public. It asks the
question of what weight should be given to the assessment of risk of continuing danger to the
public when making sentencing and release decisions. In acknowledging the difficulties
inherent in assessing dangerousness at time of sentencing it queries the concept of an
'indeterminate sentence' which would be based on risk. The duration of the sentence would
be determined mainly by the perceived risk the offender posed to the public on release rather
than by the offence they had committed and would be subject to a review process to
determine an appropriate time of release (MacLean, 1999).
The most detailed proposal for alternative sentencing options for mentally disordered
offenders, specifically those with personality disorders, was that detailed in the Report of the
Enquiry into the Personality Disorder Unit at Ashworth Hospital (Fallon et al., 1999). It
suggested that rather than a focus on psychopathy the real issue in offender disposal is
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whether they represent a substantial risk of causing serious harm to others. Yet the dilemma
here is that at sentencing neither a judge, nor anyone else, can predict at what stage in the
future a mentally disordered offender will cease to represent a danger and therefore should
be released. Fallon et al. (1999) suggest that offenders not in receipt of an indefinite or fixed
sentence but deemed to be dangerous should be given a reviewable sentence which, after the
end of a set tariff, would be renewable for up to two years at a time. Thus at the offender's
earliest release date they could be assessed by a 'Reviewable Sentence Board' which would
have within its power the ability to renew their sentence for a further two years or
conditionally discharge the offender for two years after which they would be eligible for
absolute discharge.
Initial assessment by the courts would continue as at present with preliminary psychiatric
reports requested should it be deemed necessary to determine if the offender is suffering
principally from a mental illness or mental impairment and should be dealt with under
mental health legislation rather than through criminal legal process. However a third
alternative would exist. Should the offender's principle diagnosis be considered a
personality disorder the judge would instead request a 'Pre-Sentence Assessment' from an
'Assessment Team'. The Assessment team would be multi-disciplinary and psychiatry led
and, using a 'consistent and standardised assessment protocol', seek to diagnose personality
disorder and 'might also offer views on the dangerousness or otherwise of an individual'. In
the light of this report the sentencing judge would consider whether the offender is both
suffering from a personality disorder and 'presently poses a substantial risk of causing
serious harm to others' should both questions be answered in the affirmative he would be
obliged to pass a reviewable sentence.
In cases where either a reviewable sentence or a determinate sentence is passed on a person
deemed to have a personality disorder, then a 'Clinical Management Assessment' would be
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conducted. This would be a comprehensive multi-disciplinary assessment based in a prison
special unit or in a high security mental hospital, using nationally agreed criteria, to identify
the most appropriate disposal and care plan for the offender. When the offender's minimum
tariff is reached the Reviewable Sentence Board would, in addition to having at its disposal
all relevant records and evidence which the offender has chosen to present, know 'where
possible the level of his current risk of causing serious harm to others'.
Should Fallon et al.'s (1999) proposals be introduced, the role ofmental health professionals
in assessing risk of violence in specific individuals would be substantially formalised
creating a legal obligation for their input in:
• Pre-sentencing Assessments
• Clinical Management Assessments
• Evidence for the Reviewable Sentence Board
Reports during the current equivalents of these stages of offender management are already
commonplace but these proposals for alternative sentencing options represent a substantial
increase in the expectations of accurate risk assessment and in the weight that would given to
their conclusions. In addition, it is specified that these assessments be based on UK wide,
consistent, reliable criteria something which is lacking at present and that training in risk
assessment should be compulsory for all staff in direct contact with the mentally ill (Royal
College of Psychiatrists, 1996).
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1.2 How do we assess risk?
Thus, the pressure on us to assess risk of violent recidivism is increasing. To enquire as to
how we currently achieve this goal may appear straightforward but difficulty in defining the
process quickly reveals that our current practice lacks clear structure, systems and
consistency, even within professions. The most common current practice is clinical
judgement, a method rooted in specialist knowledge that has recourse only to experience and
is thus difficult to measure empirically. In an era when the terms 'evidence based medicine'
and 'meta-analysis' are commonplace in health related fields, the ability of mental health
professionals to give opinions based on such an assessment has caused concern (Meehl,
1997; Monahan, 1981).
The issues involve a balancing act between the loss of liberty for those we assess and the loss
of safety for those in the community should our decisions be inaccurate. In
acknowledgement of this fact, health professions have attempted to better define the process
of clinical judgement, assess its efficacy and develop alternatives, or useful tools, in the form
of actuarial measures.
1.2.1 A brief history of clinical risk assessment
The history of risk assessment is one characterised by tensions between those confident in
the clinician's ability to judge for himself, a literature that casts doubt on this and the
growing evidence that the answer may lie in actuarial measures. In the 1970s and 80s the
long unquestioned concept of clinical judgement came under intense legal scrutiny when
defendants argued that its unreliability was such that it did not constitute valid evidence at
sentencing hearings (Monahan, 1996). Their arguments relied upon a series of studies in the
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1970s which illustrated that at best clinical judgement was correct in only one third of cases
and tended toward a lot of false positive errors (Monahan, 1981). Sweeping judgements
stating ineffectiveness were made (Monahan, 1981; Marra et al., 1987) where clinicians and
other professions questioned predictive abilities (Cohen et ah, 1978) concluding error was
inevitable (Megargee, 1976), that we could not and should not predict recidivism (Diamond,
1974) and indeed it was unethical to do so (Foot, 1990; Melton et ah, 1987). Such was the
persuasiveness of the conclusions from this first generation of research that even the
American Psychiatric Association stated:
"Neither psychiatrists nor anyone else have demonstrated an ability
to predict future violence or dangerousness. Neither has any
special psychiatric 'expertise' in this area been established."
(American Psychiatric Association, 1974)
Similarly the American Psychological Association concluded:-
"It does appear from reading the research that the validity of
psychological predictions of dangerous behaviour, at least in the
sentencing and release situation we are considering, is extremely
poor, so poor that one could oppose their use on strictly empirical
grounds that psychologists are not professionally competent to
make such judgements."
(American Psychological Association, 1978)
The results of these studies were accepted with little question and used to make damning
judgements regarding detention on the grounds ofmental health. For example the American
Civil Liberties Union stated that 'it now seems beyond dispute that mental health
professionals have no expertise in predicting future dangerous behaviour either to self or
others. In fact, predictions of dangerous behaviour are wrong about 95 percent of the time'
(Ennis & Emery, 1978a). In response to this overwhelming tide of criticism Monahan in an
influential series of articles (Monahan, 1981; Monahan, 1984) argued that clinical judgement
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was indeed sub-optimal (Monahan, 1984) and successful in only one third of cases
(Monahan, 1981). However he based this assertion on long term community studies
(Steadman & Cocozza, 1974; Cocozza & Steadman, 1976; Kozol et al., 1972; Steadman,
1977; Thornberry & Jacoby, 1979) and questioned the research to which he referred citing
limited predictive methods, patient populations and time frames studied (Monahan, 1984).
Otto (1994) also questioned the methodology of these '1st generation' studies noting
inexplicit measures of risk, the limited release of patients, underestimates originating from
records based outcomes and problematic definitions of violence. He suggested that perhaps
a figure of one in two predictions being correct would be more accurate (Otto, 1992).
Monahan (1984) too concluded that given different populations and time frames the ceiling
on risk prediction may actually be closer to 50% than 5% if future research were to adopt
different methodology (Monahan, 1984). His methodological recommendations included a
shift to actuarial methods, both including clinical information and as aids to clinical
judgement, that a broader range of risk factors be studied, including contextual, and that a
wider population be examined including those requiring short term predictions in the
community (Monahan, 1984). These recommendations have subsequently been referred to
as forming the basis of a so called 'second generation' of studies in risk. Their results have
been more promising but have failed to remove the high false positive rate and have not
produced "clear cut means of achieving accuracy in prediction" (Webster et al., 1994;
Borum et al. 1996). Although Monahan's recommendations have been largely welcomed the
field of risk remains one in which great methodological difficulties exist.
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1.3 Methodological difficulties in studying risk prediction
1.3.1 Defining violence
In any type of outcome study the definition of the 'outcome' itself is of pivotal importance.
In the prediction of risk a difficulty arises because the definition of violence or
dangerousness is far from unequivocal. While there may be little debate at the extreme end
of the scale, that assault causing serious injury or death for instance should be included,
questions about whether threatened violence, pushing, scratching or hair pulling should be
included are more difficult. Studies have tended to adopt different definitions of violent or
dangerous outcome making it difficult to compare their predictive value and altering their
population base rates considerably. It should be noted that predictive accuracy is likely to
increase the greater the scope of the outcome definition and that inaccuracy will result if
clinicians fail to alter their predictions according to the severity of violence involved
(Cunningham & Reidy, 1998). There is also a difference between likelihood and severity. A
person may be deemed highly dangerous both if they are highly likely to engage in less
severe violence and if they are at much lower risk of committing a violent act but one that,
should they do so, will be of a very severe nature (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 1988;
Bjorkly, 1995).
Not only is defining violence a necessity to assess outcome, that is 'has a violent act been
committed', but it is also an integral part of the prediction itself. If the clinician is predicting
that an individual is, or is not, at risk for committing a violent act, what type of violent act
are they referring to? It is a very different matter, in terms of release decisions, to consider
somebody at risk of committing the violent act of a single angry thump in comparison to one
who is deemed likely to take a life. Likewise context is important; certain situations may
make the likelihood of re-offending greater and these should be specified. Violence is the
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result of a complex inter-relationship between the individual, other persons and the
environments in which they find themselves (Megargee, 1995). Prediction must therefore
encompass both severity of violence and the context in which it is most likely to occur
(Cunningham & Reidy, 1998). The severity of predicted violence also has implications for
the clinician's predictive validity because it alters the population base rate (see 1.3.4).
1.3.2 The identification of recidivism and the opportunity to recidivate
Even if the issue of defining violence can be adequately solved the identification of such
incidents is fraught with difficulty. Arrest records represent only a fraction of true
offending, with many crimes remaining unreported (Mossman, 1994; Chiswick & Cope,
1995), unattributable, or with the offender remaining uncharged as they are considered better
dealt with by the mental health system. Hospital re-admission records or inpatient records
are of some use but are neither exhaustive nor undisputed.
Perhaps more important is whether, once a risk assessment has been made, the individual
experiences the opportunity to recidivate. If a patient is considered to be at too great a risk
of committing a violent act to be released from secure care, then the assessment of their risk
may appear to be a false positive, they were predicted to re-offend but they did not (Litwack
et ah, 1993). It is the peculiar burden of this area of research that the persons in whom the
assessment is of most interest are by definition those about whom clinicians will never
receive feedback on their predictive performance. The ethical implications of releasing such
persons to test predictions are of course too great to be contemplated. Indeed it can be
argued that findings that victim death is a predictor of lower likelihood of future recidivism
(Quinsey et ah, 1998) could simply reflect persons who are not released to offend again.
'The most important and most certain 'predictions' of violence cannot be tested without
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releasing from confinement precisely those individuals who most clearly pose a serious risk
of committing serious violence if released.' (Litwack et ah, 1993).
Yet two 'naturalistic' experiments have taken place where, due to legal decisions, patients
previously considered 'dangerous' have been released without psychiatric approval
providing complete release samples: the Baxstrom and Dixon populations (Steadman &
Coccozza, 1974; Thornberry & Jacoby, 1979). Unfortunately both studies, as a result of
their naturalistic nature, suffered the same methodological flaws which limit their usefulness.
The samples were atypical of psychiatric populations being much older, but more
importantly no explicit opinion on their dangerousness was established prior to their release,
they were assumed all to be considered dangerous by virtue of their incarcerated status.
Thus their most useful contribution was the finding in both samples of a lower rate of
recidivism than was expected 20% and 24% (Steadman & Coccozza, 1974; Thornberry &
Jacoby, 1979) further clarifying the difficulties of avoiding false positive errors in low base
rate behaviours (Webster et al., 1996).
Are clinicians overcautious regarding release decisions, do they maintain patients at a higher
level of security than necessary? In making release decisions clinicians must weigh the
relative moral costs of detaining a patient in a secure setting unnecessarily (Pollock &
Webster, 1990) in comparison to the cost of a violent act in the community. In addition to
moral and human costs, the financial costs of a patient remaining in a higher security facility
than necessary, and the health and legal costs of a violent act, are substantial. Thus the
clinician's dilemma involves a precarious balancing act between doing the best for their
patients whose liberty is at stake and the well-being of the general public (Chiswick & Cope,
1995; Diamond, 1974). It is also questionable whether, even if one's prediction is accurate,
it is morally acceptable to detain someone for an act they have yet to commit (Palermo et al.,
1991; Bingley, 1997; Miller & Morris, 1988).
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1.3.3 Reporting outcomes
Traditionally studies reflect this dilemma in the reporting of the sensitivity and specificity of
clinicians' judgements with particular favourites being their positive and negative predictive
value and the immensely dilute measure of percentage of correct judgements. The aim is of
course to find a measure that possesses both a high sensitivity and high specificity, but in
reality high accuracy in one tends to be at the cost of low accuracy in the other. Indeed it has
been argued that such a quantitative approach is inappropriate in the field of risk assessment
because clinicians are referring to probabilities rather than dichotomous outcomes. When
suggesting an individual is at high risk of re-offending and therefore should not be released a
clinician is not stating that they will re-offend, rather that they are at an unacceptably high
risk of re-offending (Litwack et al., 1993). This issue is further complicated by the fact that
clinicians are dealing with subjective probabilities. It is not possible to compare the concept
of 'medium risk' across clinicians because 'medium risk' does not have numerically defined
criteria.
1.3.4 Base rates
The population base rate refers to the prevalence of a given behaviour in a population over a
set time period, so in the present discussion it would refer to the number of violent acts in a
given population during a given period. It will therefore change according to the definition
of violence adopted and the population sampled. An understanding of this concept and its
implications for risk prediction is of pivotal importance. It has been considered the most
important information necessary for accurate prediction (Monahan, 1981) and its neglect has
been referred to as one of the most significant errors made by mental health professionals
(Monahan, 1981; Smith, 1993).
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The population base rate for a given act represents a confounding factor for the traditional
indices ofmeasures of success discussed previously. For example the percentage of accurate
predictions commonly quoted fails to take into account both base rates and clinical bias
toward false positive errors (Mossman, 1994). The lower the base rate the more difficult it is
to predict a behaviour accurately without inflating false positive errors excessively. The
closer the base rate is to 50% the more accurate judgement is likely to be (Meehl & Rosen,
1954). High base rates lead to higher positive predictive value whilst lower base rates lead
to higher negative predictive values (Bjorkly, 1995). For a very low base rate the best
prediction is to predict no recidivism whilst with high base rates the opposite is true
(Limandri & Sheridan, 1995). The margin to which the true positive rate exceeds the base
rate can be a good indicator of the predictor's incremental validity (Otto, 1992). Of course,
as base rates for a given act depend on the definition of the act itself, they can be artificially
inflated by broadening the definition used, for example including violence of a milder
severity. This has been suggested as one way in which amongst the mentally ill the false
positive rate can remain acceptable and correct classification rates exceed those of first
generation research (Otto, 1992). Yet the practical utility of predicting a broad range of
violence is questionable as one would not wish to deny liberty to someone on the basis they
of recidivism that might only constitute a verbal threat for instance. However for the same
reason that we are unable to receive feedback on predictions in higher risk samples the fact
that these persons are not released also denies us knowledge of a base rate of violent
recidivism for this population. This is a perennial dilemma for risk validation studies.
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1.4 Clinical Judgement
Clinical judgement refers to the examining clinician's considered opinion in the light of his
examination and appraisal of other sources using his professional expertise. As previously
discussed, early research on risk prediction portrayed clinical judgement in a very poor light,
most notably with the assertion that it was correct in only one third of cases (Monahan, 1981;
Webster et al., 1994). Yet this has not prevented a pro-clinical judgement lobby arguing that
risk assessment should still be rooted in clinical skills (Greenland, 1980; Prins, 1986b, 1988),
that no other measurement is available (Reed, 1997), that negative interpretations of the
literature are seriously misguided (Litwack et ah, 1993) and that focusing merely on
predictive expertise neglects the broader contribution health professionals have to make
(Pollock & Webster, 1990). Perhaps more evidence based arguments for the efficacy of
clinical judgement may be those that suggest clinical judgement is more accurate in certain
circumstances. These might include instances when short term predictions are required
(Meehl, 1973; Otto, 1992), when disinhibitory or situational factors are implicated (Pollock,
1990), when persons possess a history of violence (Otto, 1992), in contexts similar to the
outcome context (Otto, 1992), or when based on empirical evidence and developed
according to rigorous standards (Governor's Task Force, 1994). Such arguments have led
commentators to conclude that when certain guidelines are followed clinicians can
accurately predict dangerousness in some situations (Cohen, 1996; Litwack et ah, 1993) and
that at least half of their short term predictions are accurate (Otto, 1992). The North
American legal system seems to be in some agreement allowing clinical judgement as
legitimate evidence and ruling against defendants who have argued for its dismissal as
inaccurate (Webster et ah, 1994; Litwack et ah, 1993).
Critics of clinical judgement focus primarily on the existence of bias and inconsistency in
clinical judgement. Critics argue that rather than consistently applying a context free
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algorithm (Mulvey & Lidz, 1995) clinicians fail to allow for systematic biases employing
instead a cognitive set of shortcuts and representations making insightful, rather than
statistically sound, judgements' (Turk & Salovey, 1988). One of the most consistent biases
that clinicians are prey to is a tendency to false positive errors, that is they consistently over
predict violence, although perhaps this is understandable (see 1.1.3) (Cunningham & Reidy,
1998; Otto, 1992). Bias in clinical judgement stems from a wealth of sources (Shah, 1978).
Ziskin's (1995) extensive discussion of this matter cites the under-utilisation of base rates,
hindsight bias, confirmatory bias, anchoring effects and over reliance on salient data.
Monahan (1981) points to a lack of specificity in defining criterion, failure to incorporate
environmental information and again the ignoring of statistical base rates. Whilst clinicians
have access to the historical and demographic data that actuarial measures utilise they lack
the ability to distinguish the valid from invalid, to weight them optimally (Dawes et al.,
1989) or grasp complex information (Ziskin, 1995). Contributing to this are the illusory
correlations that occur when feedback on predictions points to variables being valid, or
predictive abilities to be accurate, yet by nature such correlations must lack reliability due to
the very limited and skewed nature of samples when feedback is received (Webster et al.,
1994; Cunningham & Reidy, 1998; Shah, 1978; Ziskin, 1995; Monahan, 1981). The
feedback we receive is at best inadequate to aid our learning and at worst gives us a false
sense of confidence and creates faith in factors which may not warrant it. Clinical
experience is not necessarily an advantage (Cunningham & Reidy, 1998), including in
comparison to the educated layman (Quinsey, 1979; Quinsey & Ambtman, 1979) and may
even be a disadvantage (Dawes et al. 1989).
Pro-actuarial commentators have not been kind to clinical judgement calling mental health
professionals 'poor judges' (Harris, 1997), with 'very limited ability' (Mulvey & Lidz, 1995)
and 'no expertise' that are wrong 95% of the time (Ennis & Emery, 1978b). Suggesting they
were 'doomed to failure' (Otto, 1992), that it was 'established fact that ...even under the best
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conditions...prediction(s)...are wrong in at least 2 out of every three cases' (Barefoot v
Estelle, 1983; Otto, 1992), that 'expert testimony is not expert at all' (Faust & Ziskin, 1988;
Quinsey and Ambtman, 1979), that there is a 'long standing, wide consensus...that health
professionals are unimpressive in their ability to predict dangerousness' (Mulvey & Lidz,
1995), and suggesting we 'abandon the attempt' (Stone, 1985). Claims to special expertise
have been unsupported in study conditions (e.g. psychiatrists vs. teachers (Quinsey &
Ambtman, 1979) and our faith in our abilities does not constitute evidence (Meehl, 1997;
Kleinmuntz, 1991; Ziskin, 1995), although confidence in specific judgements may be related
to accuracy over short periods (McNeil et al., 1998). Yet without recourse to specialist
expertise the very pertinent problems of detecting malingering, identifying inaccuracies in
file data and the adjustment of risk prediction to encapsulate dynamic variables seems
impossible (Pollock & Webster, 1990).
1.5 Actuarial Judgement
Thus mental health professionals are left in a quandary. Their clinical judgement lacks
predictive validity and yet the legal system and mental health legislation persists in not only
requesting their opinion but actually building that opinion into the system itself (Miller &
Morris, 1988). During the last decade research efforts have focused on actuarial methods in
an effort to either replace, or provide a useful adjunct to, traditional clinical judgement.
Actuarial prediction consists of quantitative models derived from the isolation of optimally
predictive variables (Mulvey & Lidz, 1995). The concept relies on the idea of group
membership and that individual's share the qualities of these groups, thus if a certain group
is considered more dangerous the individual will in turn be considered such in proportion to
his similarity to the said group (Grisso & Appelbaum, 1992). Group statistics have been
deemed not only relevant and applicable to individuals but 'indispensable' (Cunningham &
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Reidy, 1998) and are considered to lead to better release decisions in insanity acquittees with
the proviso that the persons on whom the model are applied are similar to the development
sample (Rice, 1997).
Actuarial prediction of violent recidivism has been considered superior to clinical judgement
by many (Goldberg, 1970; Bonita et al., 1998; Rice, 1997; Miller and Morris, 1988;
Mossman, 1994; Noak, 1997) and remains so when cross validated on new, rather than
developmental, samples (Copas & Whiteley, 1976). This is consistent with the experimental
literature which has consistently found in favour of actuarial judgement in many fields
(Grove & Meehl, 1996; Goldberg, 1970). Rice (1997) summarised "...in almost every
situation in which they have been studied, actuarial predictions have outperformed unaided
human judgement (Meehl, 1954, 1986, 1996). Meehl (1986) concluded, 'There is no
controversy in social science that shows such a large body of qualitatively diverse studies
coming out so uniformly in the same direction as this one' (Rice, 1997; Polythress, 1992)
and 'the mechanical method is almost invariably equal to or superior to the clinical method'
(Grove & Meehl, 1996). It is significantly cheaper than the clinical method and ideally
suited as a screening tool in addition to being an explicit method allowing both availability to
others and empirical research (Dawes et al., 1989).
Yet actuarial judgement has not been without its critics (Greenland, 1980). Doubts have
been voiced regarding its value in individual cases (Snowden, 1997; Litwack et al., 1993;
Chiswick & Cope, 1985; Snowden, 1997) (although countered as ignoring the basic laws of
probability; Dawes et al., 1989), its reliability without complete base rates (Litwack et al.,
1993) and its inability to consider the possible consequences of a decision (Litwack et al.,
1993). Critics have suggested that it is reliable only for extremely high and low risk groups
(Pollock & Webster, 1990), that violence is simply too complex to be predicted by a single
test (Megargee, 1995) and that criterion variables are too poorly defined to allow reliability
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(Chiswick & Cope, 1985). Even its proponents acknowledge that it is not infallible and that
measures require periodic re-evaluation and careful consideration before their application to
new settings (Dawes et al, 1989). For some, actuarial judgement is considered useful only in
circumstances when clinical judgement is more obviously struggling, for example when
there is little consistency or pattern to offending (Pollock, 1990) or merely as a useful
adjunct to the clinical decision making process (Litwack et al., 1993) especially to avoid
false negatives (Cunningham & Reidy, 1998; Goldberg, 1970).
1.6 Literature review
The inclusion criteria for the following review were that studies examine the accuracy of
clinical judgement in offenders who subsequently had the opportunity to recidivate violently
in a community setting. Therefore certain categories of studies have been omitted including
those predicting inpatient violence (Yesavage et al., 1982; Werner et al., 1983; Rofman et
al., 1980; McNeil et al., 1988; McNeil & Binder, 1987, 1991, 1994; Lansing et al., 1997;
Krakowski, 1994; Apperson et al., 1993; Bjorkly, 1994; Blomhoff et al., 1990; Convit et al.,
1988; Janofsky et al., 1988; Kirk, 1989) and within prison violence (Cooper & Werner,
1990; Jones et al., 1981; Selby, 1984; Swett & Hartz, 1984). Also omitted are studies of
juveniles (Forth et al., 1990), those not specifically of violence (Hart et al., 1988; Hoffman &
Beck, 1974, 1985; Russo, 1994) and those examining physiological predictors of recidivism
(Howard & Lumsden, 1997; Kandel et al., 1989). These inclusion criteria were to allow the
review to draw comparisons with the stated aims of the VRAG to predict violent recidivism
after release into the community. The following literature review is the result of searches of
the Medline and Psychlit databases from 1966 to 1999. All review and primary articles were
consulted and the papers to which they referred checked to see if they met inclusion criteria.
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It quickly becomes apparent from the preceding history of debate regarding the efficacy of
clinical judgement that to give greater weight to methodologically flawed studies than they
deserve can serve to create and perpetuate misinformation. It is with this in mind that I
approach the following literature review following the guidance of Sackett et al. (1985)
regarding the methodological criteria for outcome studies.
Sackett et al. (1985) suggest that one should consider six criteria when critically evaluating
outcome trials to properly allow one to weight the strength of their evidence.
(1) Was an inception cohort assembled?
Were the sample identified at an early and uniform point in the course of their
'disease'? It is important that the population be at a similar stage of their 'disease
career', in our case offending history, because the prognoses, or likely recidivism, of a
first offender in comparison to a repeat offender at the peak of his career or one who
has 'burnt out' may be very different. Ideally a sample should comprise only those at
a similar and very early stage so that it is not subject to bias introduced by omitting
one time only offenders or those whose offences were of a magnitude that they were
not released to enter the system on a subsequent occasion. Such an early and uniform
point is difficult to identify in the risk literature but could be at time of conviction for
first violent offence or at time of first hospitalisation on the grounds of dangerousness.
Of course both of these would still be subject to some bias and a population cohort
study from pre-adolescence would be the method of choice.
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Was information gathered retrospectively?
By definition, retrospective studies are skewed toward repeat offenders as this
population has a greater chance of inclusion in such a study than one off offenders.
The retrospective isolating of variables that predict membership of this group is also
problematic since to discover, for example, that the majority were arrested before the
age of sixteen years may appear a predictive variable but fails to denote the proportion
of all persons arrested under the age of 16 years who subsequently commit a violent
crime.
Were subjects with some outcomes excluded?
As previously discussed with regard to base rates (see 1.3.4) the literature on risk is
almost without exception limited to samples in which those persons predicted to be at
most risk of violent recidivism are omitted, because of this prediction, and the
prediction itself therefore never tested. This may work both in favour and against the
arguments for our ability to predict risk. Perhaps those never released are those
amongst whom we are most accurate at predicting risk and their exclusion therefore
reduces our 'average' or perhaps the reverse is true and they represent a high rate of
false positive predictions.
(2) Was the referral pattern, for entry into the sample, described?
Access to institutions is governed by differing pathways which possess many
gateways each of which determine who remains en route for entry to a particular
system and who is side-tracked into another. Of central importance in any outcome
study is whether the population to whom you would like to apply the results is similar
to that in which the study was conducted. It is therefore of great importance to
understand how subjects reached the institution, the characteristics they may therefore
possess, and how that may have biased their outcome.
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Centripetal bias: Difficult cases are more likely to be referred to specialist centres.
Therefore comparison between results from a young offenders institution and a
maximum security national institution are likely to produce different base rate
recidivism and different levels ofpredictive accuracy.
Popularity Bias: Professionals may be more likely to keep track of, or monitor, more
interesting cases. In recidivism studies more interesting or difficult cases may be at a
reduced risk of being lost to follow up once in the community both because of
increased professional interest amongst after-care services but also should they be
considered at the 'riskier end' of those released.
Re-referral filter bias: The nature of referral to an institution may create bias in the
population sample it receives. Is the facility seen as the last resort when others have
been exhausted? Or is it perceived as taking 'a certain type' of offender?
Diagnostic Access bias: Do factors such as geography or socio-economic class affect
referral to the institution? If the courts or other medical facilities perceive a facility as
'difficult for the non street wise' would they reconsider the disposal of someone who
was particularly young, naive or middle class? If referral is partially determined by
geographical catchment area the population of this area needs to be described to
facilitate comparison with other samples.
(3) Were all members of the inception cohort traced?
Of those offenders counted as entering the study, for example those on whom
predictions were made and who were then released into the community, were all
followed up successfully? The reason someone is lost to follow up often has a bearing
on their outcome such that failure to account for all persons originally entered into the
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trial may bias its results. If for instance a number of persons left the follow up area,
moved country perhaps, and were lost to follow up this may indicate a wish for a new,
crime free, start, alternatively it may indicate a wish to avoid parole conditions and
benefit from the freedom to offend the anonymity a new location can provide.
(4) Were objective outcome criteria developed, used and consistently applied?
To effectively study the prediction of violent recidivism its definition must be
developed and applied consistently. This is not as clear cut as it appears as even if
arrest records are the follow up source the decision must be taken of whether charges
count or only actual convictions, and exactly which crimes will be considered
'violent'. The picture is further muddied by the fact that not only are arrest records
vast under-estimates of criminal activity but that in the case of the mentally
disordered, often they are re-admitted to psychiatric facilities rather than facing new
charges.
(5) Was the outcome assessment blind?
Whilst the concept of a 'double blind trial' is the most basic tenet of every drug trial
its importance in other studies should not be forgotten. Was the researcher combing
records for signs of recidivism 'blind' to the prediction made prior to the offenders
release? Whilst ostensibly record trawling is an objective measure researcher
expectation can lead to more or less detailed searching according to their bias. If one
is not expecting to find signs of recidivism one may not look as hard for it as one
might if one were surprised not to have found it.
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(6) Did adjustment take place for extraneous factors?
Despite a researcher's best efforts certain biases or extraneous factors may exist within
their sample that make it unique or lacking in generalisability. These additional
factors can be controlled for statistically but an additional, more robust, method to
examine the validity of one's hypothesis is to examine it in a new sample distinct from
that on which it was developed. This is especially applicable to studies of actuarial
prediction of recidivism where it is necessary for any actuarial instrument to be
validated on a new sample other than that on which the measure was developed
(Dawes et al., 1989).
1.6.1 Studies of clinical judgement
1.6.1.1 Predicting recidivism within 12 months using clinical judgement
The literature review revealed two articles which examined the efficacy of clinical
judgement when predicting violence during a period of up to one year (Table 1).
Neither study had identified an inception cohort at an early and uniform point, one taking
emergency room referrals (Lidz et al., 1993) and one emergency community referrals
(Levinson & Ramsay, 1979). Both suffered from substantial referral biases and offered little
detail regarding the route of subjects into the study facility. The sample of Levinson and
Ramsay (1979) could not adequately describe the likely influences upon the referral of its
subjects because it was based on home visits to those reported by members of the public to
be causing concern. Of those referred the decision regarding whom should receive a home
visit and thus become eligible for participation appears to have been clinical. Although the
formal 'gateways' of referral can be a source of bias their complete absence is likely to have
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contributed even greater bias as referral was dependent on the knowledge and concern of
neighbours. Lidz et al.'s (1993) study approached consecutive referrals to an emergency
room to request their participation and offered them a cash fee. Seventy-nine percent agreed
to participate and the authors acknowledge that the sample was skewed toward lower socio¬
economic groups because of the financial incentive. Neither study achieved complete
follow-up of all subjects. Levinson and Ramsay (1979) managed to follow up only 53% of
their subjects, the majority of the remainder being described as 'could not be contacted' but
assert that missing subjects were not considered more dangerous at initial assessment. Lidz
et al. (1993) fared little better with 23% of subjects either dropping out or lost prior to the
completion of follow up and a further 13% omitted as it was not possible to find matching
controls.
Lidz et al. (1993) defined violent outcome as the laying of hands upon another with violent
intent or threatening with a weapon according to either official records, self or collateral
report. Levinson and Ramsay (1979) describe using two categories of violent outcome to
which patients were classified according to open and closed questions asked of the initial
referrer (member of public) The questions are not specified. In classifying outcome neither
study mentions whether researchers were blind to the patient's predicted outcome.
The two studies come to opposing conclusions. Lidz et al. (1993) conclude that clinicians
could predict violence at a better than chance level during the next six months with an area
under the curve (AUC) of 0.66 and false positive rate of 47%. The AUC refers to the area
under a Receiver Operating Characterisitics (ROC) curve, a plot of sensitivity against 1-
specificity, an indication of predictive accuracy ranging from 0 to 1.0, where 1.0 indicates
perfect accuracy and 0.5 indicates chance levels. Levinson and Ramsay (1979) found no
significant relationship between clinician prediction of violence and outcome at three
months. Yet this was methodologically the poorer study, with a much smaller sample size
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and, perhaps most importantly, the clinicians in question were graduate mental health
associates with no formal clinical training.
1.6.1.2 Predicting recidivism in one to three years using clinical judgement
The literature search identified five studies examining the efficacy of clinical judgement to
predict violent recidivism over a period of two or three years (Table 2). None of the four
studies identified members of their sample at an early and uniform stage in their careers with
three (Sepejak et al., 1983; Webster et al., 1984; Cocozza & Steadman, 1976) taking patients
at pre-trial assessment, one examining offenders prior to release from long term psychiatric
care (Werner & Meloy, 1992) and one following up released patients (Steadman & Cocozza,
1978). Two studies were affected by the exclusion of certain patients, that of Werner and
Meloy (1992) whose subjects were selected by virtue of their being considered for release
and Steadman and Cocozza (1978) where only 60% were released into the community. Two
studies overcame this difficulty by following patients whether their disposal was to another
institution or the community (Sepejak et al., 1983; Webster et al., 1984; affecting the
relevance of their results to the present discussion) and in one this matter was unclear
(Cocozza & Steadman, 1976). Two studies were based in the same institution, a pre-trial
brief assessment unit (Sepejak et al., 1983; Webster et al., 1984), two received their referrals
from courts (Cocozza & Steadman, 1976; Steadman & Cocozza, 1978) and the remainder
gives no detail except that patients were resident in a long term psychiatric facility (Werner
& Meloy, 1992).
The studies ofWerner and Meloy (1992), Cocozza and Steadman (1976) and Steadman and
Cocozza (1978) achieved complete follow up but those of Sepejak et al. (1983) and Webster
et al. (1984) have adopted the same rather unusual stance. Their analyses include only those
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patients on whom they could find at least one piece of follow up data during their search of
criminal and psychiatric records. That is, if no evidence was found that patients had
recidivated (violently or non-violently) they were excluded from the outcome analysis 'based
on the uncertainty as to whether these subjects remained incident free' (Sepejak et al., 1983).
This limits the ability to identify a true negative rate to those patients who were guilty of
non-violent recidivism and alters the base rate in an upward direction. Yet it was these latter
two studies which had best defined their outcome criteria assigning scores on a scale of 1 to
11 in comparison to merely describing 'assaultativeness' (Cocozza and Steadman, 1976;
Steadman & Cocozza, 1978) or 'a violent act' (Werner & Meloy, 1992). The studies of
Sepejack et al. (1983) and Webster et al. (1984) were also the only two which addressed
outcome researcher 'blinding' to predictive status by using external, independent researchers
to rate follow up data. However it is not clear if this applied only to their rating of subjects
on the outcome scale or if it also applied to the collection of follow up data, both being
preferable. None of the five studies made any reference to statistical adjustment for
extraneous prognostic factors.
The findings ofWerner and Meloy (1992) are perhaps the most striking but also may be the
most flawed. Impressively they achieved a 100% accurate prediction that none of those
released would violently re-offend, a base rate of zero. Their sample consisted of fifty
persons under consideration for release of whom 24 were accepted into a programme for
conditional release and it is in these that predictions were deemed to be correct. This
provides an extreme example of the difficulty discussed previously (see 1.3.2.) whereby it is
not possible to identify false positives because they do not have the opportunity to fail
precisely because of this judgement. Without some indication of the rate of false positives
perfect predictions lack weight as the 'cut-off level may lie at too great an extreme. The
studies of Sepejak et al. (1983) and Webster et al. (1984) also both show small but
significant relationships between clinical predictions of dangerousness and outcome data but
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both fail to identify true negatives amongst their outcomes as discussed. Finally the studies
of Cocozza and Steadman (1976) and Steadman and Cocozza (1978) found no significant
relationship between risk prediction and outcome leading the former authors to conclude
'The data presented constitute the most definitive evidence available on the lack of expertise
and accuracy of psychiatric predictions of dangerousness'. However it should be noted that
subsequent to the determination of dangerousness being made all defendants remained in
either a correctional hospital or a mental hygiene facility for what may have been up to
sixteen months prior to release. One hopes and imagines that they received treatment during
this period that was aimed at reducing their 'dangerousness' and that should they have been
considered to continue to represent a risk they would not have been released. The authors
give the impression that all subjects were eventually released implying that they received
treatment until this was thought appropriate.
There is thus some evidence that the clinical prediction of dangerousness over two to three
years has some limited validity.
1.6.1.3 Predicting recidivism in the long term using clinical judgement
A further five studies addressed the efficacy of clinical predictions of recidivism over the
longer term, up to eleven years (Table 3). None of the five studies identified subjects at an
early and uniform stage in their criminal histories, three entering patients during there
admission for assessment to secure hospital facilities (Quinsey & Maguire, 1996; Kozol et
al., 1972; Zeiss et al., 1996), one during their stay in such a facility (Mullen & Reineher,
1982) and the last from those in a programme designed to evaluate the suitability of those
already 'shortlisted' for release (Clanon & Jew, 1985). Four studies were subject to bias due
to the exclusion of some subjects as a result of their non-release. With Clanon and Jew
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(1985) losing up to 11%, Mullen and Reineher (1982) 39%, Kozol et al. (1972) up to 17%
and Quinsey and Maguire (1996) retrospectively selecting released patients only. The fifth
took all patients for whom extended commitments were initiated (Zeiss et al., 1996) and lists
the loss of patients whilst still reporting on their original sample size, the interpretation of
which is unclear. The initial referral pattern is likely to have been an additional source of
bias in the study of Clanon and Jew (1985) whose subjects were already short listed as
potentially fit for release and were further selected as part of the study programme. Quinsey
and Maguire (1996) specifically selected patients retrospectively to produce a group with a
range of outcomes with which they might best test an actuarial model they were developing
in parallel and the remaining two studies fail to provide details of referrals to the study
institutions. Both Clanon and Jew (1985) and Quinsey and Maguire (1996) attempted to
objectively define their outcome criteria according to certain conviction types with the latter
group further categorising them into four outcomes (see Table 3). Kozol et al. (1972) refer
only to 'assaultative crimes' and Zeiss et al. (1996) to 'significant violence' whilst Mullen
and Reineher (1982) similarly talk only of 'arrest for violent crime'. None of the five
studies make any reference to 'blinding' outcome researchers to clinical predictions and only
the study of Quinsey et al. (1996) controls for extraneous factors by using a cross-validation
sample although this was for the purposes of their actuarial instrument.
Only the studies of Kozol et al. (1972) and Zeiss et al. (1996) found a significant relationship
between clinical predictions of violent recidivism and outcome. Kozol et al. (1972) achieved
an impressively high 86% of predictions correct. However this must be tempered with the
acknowledgement that their study sample were released in batches according to their
progress through a treatment programme and only released when thought to be at low risk as
evidenced in their 11% base rate recidivism. Zeiss et al. (1996) in their small study which
may have lacked complete follow up also found a significant relationship. The remaining
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studies failed to find any association between clinical judgement of risk of violent recidivism
and outcome.
1.6.2 Studies ofactuarial judgement
1.6.2.1 Predicting recidivism within 12 months using actuarial judgement
Literature searches revealed five papers which addressed the efficacy of actuarial predictions
of violent recidivism during a follow up period of one year or less (Table 4). As in studies of
clinical judgement none identified their cohort at an early and uniform point, one being a
retrospective database review (Hedlund et al., 1973), one on emergency room assessments
(Gardner et al. 1996), two on 'potentially violent' psychiatric inpatients (Klassen and
O'Connor, 1998ab) and one on consecutive emergency commitments (Klassen and
O'Connor, 1989). Two of the studies by Klassen and O'Connor (1988a, 1989) lost 9% of
participants through refusal or early discharge and in no cases was the referral pattern to the
institution adequately described. Three studies achieved complete follow up (Gardner et al.,
1996; Klassen and O'Connor, 1989; 1988b) and for one it was not relevant due to the studies
retrospective nature (Hedlund et ah, 1973). The remaining study lost 6% to incomplete data
(Klassen and O'Connor, 1988b). For the three studies by Klassen and O'Connor (1988ab;
1989) outcomes were defined in terms of the crimes considered violent. Gardner et al.
(1996) used an eight point outcome scale whilst that of Hedlund et al. (1973) was least well
defined being according to patient self report when asked unspecified items on an interview
checklist. Only two studies had attempted to blind outcome researchers to predictive status
(Klassen and O'Connor, 1989; 1988b). Despite the greater need in actuarial assessment to
cross validate results on a sample other than that on which a measure was developed this was
only conducted by two studies (Hedlund et al., 1973; Klassen and O'Connor, 1989) and
acknowledged as desirable but impractical due to sample size by the third (Klassen and
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O'Connor, 1988a). The remaining study by Klassen and O'Connor (1988b) does not address
the issue and that by Gardner et al. (1996) statistically adjusts for differences between its
sample and the population from which it was drawn but fails to apply its equation to a new
sample.
The studies achieve remarkably high values for their AUC's ranging from 0.7 to 0.98. The
samples in which cross validation samples were employed, and which should therefore be
regarded as more accurate both achieved, coincidentally, AUC's of 0.76 (Klassen and
O'Connor 1989; Hedlund et al., 1973). These results suggest that actuarial measures can
predict violent recidivism over a 12 month period at levels significantly greater than chance.
1.6.2.2 Predicting recidivism in one to three years using actuarial judgement
Five studies predicting violent recidivism during a one to three year period using actuarial
data were identified (Table 5). The samples did not select patients at an early and uniform
stage in their careers instead taking, retrospective hospital discharges (Cocozza and
Steadman, 1974; Coccozza et al., 1978), patients at pre-trial assessment (Sepejak et al., 1983;
Menzies et al., 1985) or on release from prison (Holland et al. 1982). In the two
retrospective studies all subjects were selected by virtue of having been released. In two
studies all patients were followed up regardless of destination (Sepejak et al., 1983; Menzies
et al, 1985; although in the latter sample only one of 203 was not released) but in the study
of Holland et al. (1982) 42% were not released and therefore excluded from follow up.
None of the authors described the referral patterns to their study institutions in detail
although all managed to account for all subjects at follow up. The objectivity of outcome
criteria varied from good, its categorisation on eleven point scales (Sepejak et al., 1983;
Menzies et al., 1985), to categorised crimes (Cocozza et al. 1978), and violence against
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persons (Cocozza and Steadman, 1974) to conviction for threatened or actual physical injury
(Holland et ah, 1982). Only two studies made reference to assessor blinding with one
employing independent raters (Sepejak et al., 1983) and one employing independent judges
to place subjects on a rating scale according to a profile but it does not appear that the
researcher compiling the profile was blind to predicted outcome (Menzies et al., 1985).
All five studies reported significant success at predicting violent recidivism by actuarial
means. The strongest predictor was a combination of the Legal Dangerousness Scale and
age with an AUC of 0.9 although this was in a small sample that did not undergo cross-
validation.
1.6.2.3 Predicting recidivism in the long term using actuarial judgement
Seven studies were identified examining the actuarial prediction of risk for follow up periods
of longer than three years (Table 6). Six failed to achieve an inception cohort at an early and
uniform point in patient careers recruiting them retrospectively (Steadman & Morrissey,
1982; Black and Spinks, 1985), on release from prison (Serin and Amos, 1995), a secure
hospital (Harris, 1991), on admission to a pre-trial forensic clinic (Menzies, 1994) or a
secure hospital for assessment (Harris, 1993). The seventh study was an excellent example
of a cohort study recruiting eight year olds on a geographical basis for long term follow up
(Farrington, 1989). Two studies lost subjects to non-release (Steadman & Morrissey, 1982;
Harris, 1993). Steadman and Morrissey (1982) did so substantially, losing 40%, 20% and
53% in their three samples although it is unclear whether some losses were due to an
inability to trace subjects. Eleven percent of the original sample of Harris et al. (1993) were
not released. All studies but that of Farrington (1989) and Harris (1991; 1993) provided a
poor level of detail regarding referral criteria to their institution. Significant numbers were
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lost to follow up by only two studies. Farrington (1989) failed to follow up 6% of their
patients but given the length of their study this does not appear unreasonable. Menzies et al.
(1994) 'selects' 162 subjects from their previously reported (see Table 5) sample of 203 but
it is not clear by what criteria or if this is the result of default due to Tost' subjects. Outcome
criteria were ill defined including physical attacks on another (Steadman and Morrissey,
1982), a violent offense (Harris, 1991; 1993), assault (Black and Spinks, 1985), reconviction
for a violent offence (Serin and Amos, 1995), convictions for violence (Farrington, 1989)
and violent transactions defined according to a coding manual the details of which are
unavailable (Menzies et al., 1994). None of the outcome researchers for any study were
blinded to predictive status.
All seven studies succeeded in predicting violent recidivism at levels above chance although
for two of these the results were borderline (Steadman and Morrissey, 1982; Menzies et al.,
1994). The remaining studies, inclusive of that which appeared most methodologically valid
(Farrington et al., 1989) each predicted violent recidivism at significantly above chance
levels, four using their own actuarial models (Farrington et al., 1989; Black and Spinks,
1985; Harris 1991; 1993) and one the Hare Psychopathy Checklist (Serin and Amos, 1995).
1.6.3 Literature Review Conclusions
The current review of the literature identified twelve studies of clinical judgement and
seventeen of actuarial with few trends in their results being evident across time frames. Of
the studies of clinical judgement only four showed a significant relationship between
prediction of violent recidivism and outcome, although a further two did achieve borderline
significance. Of the studies of actuarial judgement all illustrated a significant relationship
between actuarial prediction of violent recidivism and outcome although two of these only
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reached borderline significance. One study contributed results to both our discussion of
clinical and actuarial instruments comparing their use in the same sample (Gardner et al.,
1996). They concluded 'Actuarial prediction of patients' violence was substantially more
accurate than clinical prediction. The actuarial screens had more favourable trade-offs
between false-positive and false-negative errors than did predictions based on clinicians'
concerns about patient violence' (Gardner et al., 1996). None of these studies are
methodologically flawless and this review is not exhaustive, but it does indicate a clear trend
in favour of actuarial methods. Meehl (1997) perhaps stated the case against clinical
judgement most strongly:-
"Since clinical experience consists of anecdotal impressions by
practitioners, it is unavoidably a mixture of truths, half-truths, and
falsehoods. The scientific method is the only known way to
distinguish these, and it is both unscholarly and unethical for
psychologists who deal with other persons' health, careers, money,
freedom, and even life itself to pretend that clinical experience
suffices and that quantitative research on diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures is not needed."
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1.6.4 Two promising instruments
Only two instruments have undergone substantial development and validation work whose
progress appears promising, the HCR-20 (Webster et al., 1997) and the VRAG (Quinsey et
al., 1998).
The HCR-20 is a risk assessment instrument comprising ten historical items, five clinical
items reflecting dynamic correlates of violence and five risk management items addressing
factors which may increase or decrease risk (Douglas, 1999). The inclusion of dynamic
factors is an attempt to bridge the gap between clinical and actuarial instruments as the latter
have been criticised for the inability of patients to improve their scores over time. A number
of studies have been conducted addressing its reliability but unfortunately all have yet to be
published, hence there omission from our literature review. The results to date are promising
and summarised in the table below.
Table 7: Summary of HCR-20 Studies
Authors n Follow up period Outcome AUC Comment
Douglas et al, 1998 193 2 years Violent crime 0.80 PCL-R AUC = 0.79
Ross etal, 1998 101 time unclear Violent crime 0.75
Grannetal 1998 404 2 years Violent 0.71 Historical scale only,
reconviction VRAG AUC =0.68
Strand et al 1998 40 3-12 years Violence 0.80
PCL-R = Psychopathy Checklist Revised (ret)
Equally promising is the VRAG which forms the basis of the present study.
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1.7 The Violence Risk Appraisal Guide.
The VRAG was developed at Penetanguishene in Canada, a maximum security mental health
facility which accepts criminal offenders and mentally ill men with a history of violence.
The study sample consisted of 332 men admitted to the facility and a comparison group of
286 who were assessed there. Each man in the second group was matched with one in the
first on the basis of index offence, age at index offence, previous violent and non-violent
criminal acts and the time of the index offence. For each subject information on a broad
range of variables was collected from case files, themselves compiled from a number of
external sources, by trained research assistants. Outcome data was collected from a range of
criminal record sources by trained research assistants other than those involved in the initial
data collection from hospital files. The sample of 618 men were selected from an original
group of 685 by virtue of having the opportunity to fail defined as release to an open
psychiatric ward, a halfway house or into the community. Failure was defined by the
commission of a violent act from common assault to murder and included sex offences,
armed robbery, forcible confinement, threatening with or pointing a firearm or admission to
a secure facility for violence towards persons which would normally result in criminal
charges. On average the men met criteria for eligibility to fail for a period of 81.5 months
(almost seven years) prior to follow up. During this time 191 (31%) met the criteria for
violent failure, although as with all such follow up studies base rate recidivism is likely to be
an underestimate (Webster et al., 1994).
Initial variable selection was based on the published prediction literature and hypotheses on
theoretical grounds producing 50 variables in the areas of demographics, childhood history,
adult adjustment, index offence, criminal and psychiatric history and assessment results
which were subject to separate stepwise discriminant analyses to select those for inclusion in
the VRAG (Webster et ah, 1994; Rice, 1997). The sample was then split in two, first
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randomly and then according to whether disposal was to prison or hospital. For both the
entire sample and each of the subgroups multiple regression analyses were used to identify
up to four variables for inclusion in a stepwise regression. At analysis completion 12
variables remained to form the VRAG (Rice, 1997).
Of the twelve VRAG variables nine are historical and should be available in institutional
records. These include childhood variables; whether separated from either parent prior to
age 16 and elementary school maladjustment score; Index offence variables; whether there
was a female victim, victim injury and age at time of index offence; Criminal history; non¬
violent offence history score and failure on prior conditional release; history of alcohol abuse
in the offender, their family and in offence history and whether the subject was ever married.
The remaining three variables are whether the patient meets DSM-III criteria for any
personality disorder or schizophrenia, which one would hope would be in medical records,
and their PCL-R score. Thus eleven of the VRAG's variables can be collected by a non-
clinically qualified rater from official records.
During assessment the VRAG's twelve items are assigned raw scores (see Appendix 1)
which are then translated to a scale score of between one and nine representing nine equal
range (of 8 raw score points) raw score categories with a higher score reflecting an increased
risk of recidivism. Analysis illustrated a positive correlation between increasing VRAG
scores and likelihood of violent recidivism with an AUC of 0.76. Analysis also found the
VRAG score to be positively correlated with violent re-offending, to the severity of those
offences and to how quickly, after release from maximum security, they occurred (Quinsey
et al., 1998). Examination found accuracy to remain high even when the base rate was
artificially altered by changing the definition for failure or time to follow up (Rice and
Harris, 1995).
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The nature of its development had certain strengths that are likely to increase the VRAG's
reliability and validity. It was developed on a large sample, over a long follow up period,
using comprehensive and well documented file information, including criminal justice and
clinical data, collected by trained data collectors and analysed using powerful statistical
methods (Webster et al., 1994). Inter-rater reliability on a sample of 20 achieved a
correlation of 0.9 (Harris et ah, 1993) and standard error was equal to only half a scaled
score range (4.1) (Harris et ah, 1993). Validation studies extending follow up to ten years,
adding sex offenders and studying only sex offenders continued to yield ROC AUC's of 0.73
to 0.77 (Quinsey et ah, 1995). Cross validation has been undertaken in 159 sex offenders
achieving an ROC AUC of 0.77 (Rice and Harris, 1997), in 59 sex offenders (using a
modified version) (Belanger & Earls, in press) and in predicting institutional misconducts
(Kroner and Mills, 1997).
1.7.1 The Psychopathy Checklist -Revised and the VRAG
The most powerful predictor of the twelve variables that comprise the VRAG is the
Psychopathy Checklist Revised (PCL-R) Score correlating with violent recidivism at 0.34
(Webster et ah, 1994). However, as previously noted, it is also the one variable that is not
routinely available in official records precluding the scoring of the VRAG from records
alone. The PCL-R is a twenty item taxon scale designed to indicate the likelihood of a
psychopathic personality disorder. Each item is scored on a three point scale of '0' 'does not
apply', ' 1' 'uncertain, applies to a certain extent' or '2' 'applies' giving a score range of 0-40
where a score over 30 or above is considered diagnostic (Hart et ah, 1994). The scale has
two factors, the first reflecting interpersonal and affective characteristics such as
egocentricity, manipulativeness, lack of remorse and callousness (Hart et ah, 1994). The
second identifying trends towards impulsivity, an anti-social and unstable lifestyle or social
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deviance (Hart et al., 1994). Scoring of the PCL-R requires a thorough examination of
official records followed by a semi-structured interview of between one and a half and two
hours resulting in a full assessment time of between two and three hours (Hart et al., 1994).
However it can, should records be of a high enough quality, be scored by case note review
alone (Hare, 1991). Not only does the PCL-R require an extensive use of clinical time but in
addition requires that clinicians be:-
• In possession of a degree in social, medical or behavioural sciences, such as a Ph.D,
D.Ed, or M.D.
• Be registered with the local state or provincial registration body that regulates the
assessment and diagnosis ofmental disorder.
• Have experience with forensic populations (as demonstrated by registration as a
diplomate in forensic psychology or psychiatry, completion of a practicum or internship
in a clinical-forensic setting, or at least two years of relevant work-related experience).
• Ensure they have adequate training and experience in the use of the PCL-R.
(Hare, 1991)
Thus the VRAG pays a very high price in administration time and expertise to its best
predictive variable, which when added to scoring the remaining 11 variables, reduces the
VRAG's clinical utility.
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Quinsey et al. (1988) hypothesised that for the purposes of the VRAG it may be possible to
differentiate psychopaths and non-psychopaths using fewer, more easily rated items than
contained in the PCL-R. To this end they constructed an eight item scale of historical items
that could be ascertained from clinical records, the Childhood and Adolescent Taxon Scale
(CATS). In subsequent analysis the replacement of the PCL-R with the CATS resulted in
almost identical predictive validity in the VRAG, an AUC of 0.75. A cross-validation study
on 54 Canadian mentally disordered offenders found the correlation between VRAG scores
calculated using the PCL-R and the CATS to be 0.975 (Quinsey et al., 1997).
Should this finding prove reliable, the implications of this work will be profound for the field
of risk prediction. The recent self doubt created by studies of clinical predictive validity
prompting debate regarding whether we should even attempt risk prediction could be put
aside with the adoption of a short records based assessment that can be scored by non¬
clinical raters to provide prediction of risk of violent recidivism. This may contribute to
meeting the increased demand for time efficient and reliable risk assessment measures which
have resulted from various community and criminological factors and which may increase
further if the recommendations of recent reports are implemented (MacClean, 1999; Fallon
et al., 1999; Reed, 1994).
The following study addresses the clinical questions that must be answered before the
VRAG, calculated using the CATS rather than the PCL-R, can be widely utilised.
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1.8 Statement of Hypotheses
In a UK inpatient forensic population:-
1) The CATS is a valid alternative to the PCL-R in calculating the VRAG.
Both in :
a) Comparison to interview based PCL-Rs.
b) Comparison to records based PCL-Rs.
2) It will have good inter-rater reliability.
Further Questions to be examined
1) What is the nature of the difference in VRAG scores calculated using the CATS and
a) Interview based PCL-Rs?
b) Records based PCL-Rs?




The study sample comprised 120 subjects who were presently, or had been, admitted to the
State Hospital, Carstairs. This is a maximum security facility which accepts patients 'from
hospitals, the courts and from prisons because of mental illness and their dangerous, violent
or criminal propensities' (The State Hospitals Board for Scotland, 1999). Historically the
hospital performed a more custodial role reflecting its management by the prison service but
since 1991, when it became part of the National Health Service, its role has been therapeutic
and similar to that performed by the Special Hospital system in England.
"The Hospital caters for up to 245 patients from Scotland and Northern Ireland who are
admitted under the requirements of the Mental Health (Scotland) Act 1984 and related
legislation because of their dangerous, violent or criminal propensities. Patients fall into two
categories: State patient, i.e. those admitted from the Courts and Prisons under a Restriction
Order and who may be discharged only with the approval of the Secretary of State for
Scotland, and Non-State patients, i.e. those admitted either from the Courts but without a
Restriction Order or as ordinary State Hospital patients usually on transfer from NHS
hospitals, who may be discharged by the State Hospital doctor in charge with the agreement
of the State Hospital Managers." (The State Hospitals Board for Scotland, 1998).
As the study required that a trained rater had administered the PCL-R on all subjects they
were selected as a convenience sample as participants of two previous studies.
Study 1: As part of a study on the inter-rater reliability of the PCL-R 58 complete PCL-Rs
were available on current patients that had been administered by one trained administrator
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(JD) using both a structured interview and case note review, hereafter referred to as
'interview based' PCL-Rs.
Study 2: As part of a cohort study of patient characteristics the PCL-R had been calculated
on 171 subjects from case note review only, hereafter referred to as 'records based' PCL-Rs.
These patients were those who comprised a sample who had been discharged from the
hospital between 1985 and 1987. Of these a convenience sample of 62 were taken in
numerical order but partially selected to avoid both females and the learning disabled to
maintain sample homogeneity. Prior to a decision on the inclusion of females being taken
one was included in one inter-rater reliability sample (BH). The decision to 'select out'
some learning disabled subjects was taken when it became apparent that the second sample
was severely skewed in this direction reflecting the then population of the hospital. This was
to allow the sample to better reflect the current hospital population, to allow our results to be
most applicable to primarily mentally disordered populations and to increase its
comparability with study sample one.
2.2 Data Collection
2.2.1 Computing the VRAG
VRAGs and CATS were completed on all patients in the recommended manner by case note
review. The State Hospital maintains extensive case notes in addition to holding former
hospital and prison records although it was notable that those in the second sample, being 12
to 14 years older that those of sample one, were of a lower quality.
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Prior to data collection, scoring criteria for each VRAG and CATS variable were agreed to
further clarify those already provided by the development group (Quinsey et al., 1998)
(Appendix 3).
For the purposes of the present study 125 VRAGs were completed comprising 58 from study
one, interview based PCL-Rs and 67 from study 2, records based PCL-Rs, by three separate
raters who completed 100 (SOR) inclusive of all subjects in the interview based PCL-R
sample, 12 (BH) and 13 (KR) respectively.
2.2.1.1 Sample homogeneity
Ideally we wished to combine all 125 VRAGs into one data set but we hypothesized that
interview based PCL-Rs and records based PCL-Rs may differ as might rater reliability.
Thus the first two stages of analysis were to examine the validity of the CATS as an
alternative to the PCL-R in calculating the VRAG separately for interview and records based
PCL-Rs and separately by raters. It quickly became apparent that there were indeed some
differences both between interview and records based PCL-Rs and between raters. The
decision was taken therefore to continue to conduct all analyses (with the exception of factor
analysis) separately for the two alternative means of computing the PCL-R and, having




2.3.1 Is the CATS a valid alternative to the PCL-R in calculating the
VRAG?
In comparison to interview based PCL-Rs?
In comparison to records based PCL-Rs?
Analyses first addressed our primary hypothesis, whether the CATS was a valid alternative
to the PCL-R, in calculating the VRAG using the CATS first for subjects with interview
based PCL-Rs and for those with records based PCL-Rs. This hypothesis was analysed
using both a Pearson correlation and by plotting scores on a scatterplot inclusive of a
regression trend line and 95% confidence intervals.
2.3.2 Are these results reliable or simply the result of one good rater?
We next addressed the influence of raters on the validity of the CATS as an alternative to the
PCL-R in VRAG computation. Again, we analysed the impact of replacing the PCL-R with
the CATS but this time for each rater, using Pearson correlations and scatterplots with
regression trend lines and 95% confidence intervals. Due to the small sample sizes with
resulting restriction of variance it became necessary to adjust the correlations for the samples
of the additional raters BH and KR to compensate for the restriction in range of the
measurement in one or both variables (Glass & Hopkins, 1996).
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2.3.3 What is the nature of the difference in VRAG scores calculated
using the CATS and the PCL-R?
The nature of the difference in VRAG scores calculated using the CATS as an alternative to
the PCL-R was examined separately for the three samples in turn, interview based PCL-Rs,
records based PCL-Rs and for the combined sample.
It was addressed in four ways:
(i) What is the difference in VRAG scaled scores calculated using the CATS rather
than the PCL-R?
For each sample the frequency of each value of error score was calculated and plotted on a
histogram allowing description of the size of errors and their direction.
(ii) Is the validity of the CATS as a replacement for the PCL-R maintained across
VRAG score ranges?
VRAG scaled score ranges for each sample were grouped into scores 1-5 and 6-9 allowing
examination using a Pearson correlation of the validity of the CATS as a replacement for the
PCL-R in the VRAG at each end of the VRAG scale. As the variance of VRAG scaled
scores in the 6-9 range was restricted as a result of a small sample size the correlations were
again dis-attenuated to compensate for this.
(iii) The accuracy of predicted VRAG scaled scores using the CATS in comparison to
the PCL-R.
Regression analyses were conducted to produce predicted values using the CATS for each
VRAG scaled score traditionally calculated using the PCL-R in addition to both the point
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and mean value confidence intervals. Both the predicted score and confidence intervals were
illustrated in a line plot.
(iv) The comparative distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the CATS in
comparison to the PCL-R.
For each sample the comparative distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the
CATS vs. the PCL-R was illustrated graphically and examined for a significant difference in
distribution using the Chi Square goodness of fit statistic.
2.3.4 VRAG variable scores for subjects in the interview based,
records based and combined PCL-R sample
For descriptive purposes the distribution of each VRAG variable for both the records and
interview based PCL-Rs and the combined sample was calculated (Appendix 4).
2.3.5 How does the CATS replicate PCL-R scores, in what way are their
composite items related?
The following analyses were each conducted on three samples, the records based PCL-Rs,
interview based PCL-Rs and the whole sample where considered relevant in order to
examine any influence alternative means of assessing the PCL-R may have on score
distribution and inter-relations.
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(i) The distribution of individual CATS & PCL-R variables
To better understand how the CATS replicates the PCL-R we first examined the basic
frequency of distribution for each CATS variable (Appendix 5) and each PCL-R variable
(Appendix 6) for the three samples.
(ii) The inter-correlation of CATS variables
The internal structure of the CATS scale was examined by constructing a correlational table
of each of the CATS variables against each other for the combined sample.
(iii) A comparison of the distribution of total VRAG scaled scores for interview and
records based PCL-Rs.
The distribution of each sample's scaled scores were compared by adjusting the records
based scores (n=42) to allow for the difference in sample size in comparison to the interview
based sample (n=58). Due to the small numbers in some groups scaled scores were grouped
in the ranges 1-3, 4-6 and 7-9. The distribution of expected versus observed frequencies was
examined using the Chi Square statistic.
(iv) Correlational analysis of the relationship between CATS and PCL-R variables
The relationship between each CATS variable and each PCL-R variable and its factors was
examined for the combined sample by again constructing a correlational table comparing all
variables.
(v) Factor analysis of combined CATS and PCL-R variables
To further clarify the inter-relationship between CATS and PCL-R items all variables, eight
from the CATS and twenty from the PCL-R, were included in a factor analysis of the
combined sample (n=100). To allow tests of factor extraction quantity we began with
exploratory Principal Component and Image Component Analyses. The latter also allowing
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the precise estimation of common variance available for extraction and providing the same
methods of factor extraction quantity that were used as 'replication' indices under the
conditions of specific variance removal. The PsWin FACTOR program of Barrett (1996)
was used for these calculations.
Three tests of factor extraction quantity were used to estimate the number of factors amongst
the combined CATS and PCL-R items. These were the Velicer Minimum Average Partial
(MAP) Test (Velicer, 1976) which derives the number of likely factors from analysis of the
sum of partial correlations. Armor's theta (Armor, 1974), which is similar to a Cronbach
coefficient alpha but calculated on an unrotated component factor, and Barrett and Kline's
autoscree (1982), a computational form of Cattell's (1966) manual scree test which attempts
to identify the 'scree' break-point as a slope discontinuity within a series of data points.
These analyses were followed by the computation of a Minimum Residual (MINRES) Factor
Analysis which requires that the number of factors be specified in advance, in contrast to
Principal Components Analysis and Image Component Factor Analysis. Rather than
extracting common factors that maximise the variance to be extracted by each factor,
MINRES extracts factors that maximally reproduce the observed variable correlations.
Since this criterion more closely matches the fundamental goal of factor analysis, MINRES
is thus to be considered a more appropriate factor extraction technique.
The resulting factors were then rotated from maximum orthogonality to maximum obliquity
using the Barrett and Kline (1982) modified Jennrich and Sampson (1966) direct oblimin
procedure. In keeping with the goal of 'simple structure' the optimal solution chosen is one
where the +-0.1 hyperplane count is at its maximum. The PsWin ROTATE program was
used for this procedure.
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3 Results
3.1 Is the CATS a valid alternative to the PCL-R in
calculating the VRAG?
3.1.1 In comparison to interview based PCL-Rs?
The Pearson correlation of VRAG scores calculated using the interview
in comparison to those using the CATS score was 0.96 (P=<0.05; n=58).




Figure 1: Scatterplot of the correlation of VRAG scores calculated using
either an interview based PCL-R or the CATS with regression trend line
and 95% confidence intervals.
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3.1.2 In comparison to records based PCL-Rs?
Comparison of VRAG scores calculated using records based PCL-Rs or the CATS using
Pearson correlation gave a value of 0.93 (P=<0.05; n=42). Again, these are illustrated in
scatterplot form with a regression trend line and 95% confidence intervals (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Scatterplot of the correlation of VRAG scores calculated using
either records based PCL-R or the CATS with regression trend line and
95% confidence intervals.
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3.2 Are these results reliable or simply the result of one
good rater?
The two additional raters had calculated VRAG scores on records based PCL-Rs only. The
Pearson correlation between their VRAG scores using records based PCL-Rs vs. the CATS
was 0.88 (Rater BH; P=<0.05; n=12) and 0.81 (Rater = KR; P=<0.05; n=13) (Table 8). A
scatterplot illustration of their score distribution is illustrated in Figure 3 (BH) and Figure 4
(KR).
Figure 3: Scatterplot of the correlation of VRAG scores calculated by
BH using either a records based PCL-R or the CATS with regression
trend line and 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4: Scatterplot of the correlation of VRAG scores calculated by
KR using either a records based PCL-R or the CATS with regression
trend line and 95% confidence intervals.
Table 8: Pearson Correlation between VRAGs calculated by each rater
using either interview or records based PCL-Rs versus the CATS.
Rater Interview based PCL-Rs Records based PCL-Rs
n SD Correlation n SD Correlation
PCL-R CATS Raw Sea Adj PCL-R CATS Raw Sea Adj
SOR 58 1.51 1.66 0.51 0.96 42 1.47 1.45 0.27 0.93 0.95
BH - - - . 12 1.00 1.08 0.37 0.88 0.97
KR - - - . 13 1.04 1.05 -0.29 0.81 0.95
Sca= Scaled VRAG score, correlation between scaled VRAG score calculated using the
PCL-R vs. the CATS. Adj= The adjusted correlation taking into account homogeneity of
variance. *Not calculated as this was used as the 'population' SD.
On initial observation results appear to indicate an effect of rater upon the reliability of the
CATS as a substitute for the PCL-R in the VRAG, however it is noteworthy that the small
sample sizes for the latter two raters (BH; KR) have led to increased homogeneity of
variance as reflected in their lower standard deviations. As there is a monotonic relationship
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between SD attenuation and correlation size this may, in part, explain the difference in
correlation size between raters. We therefore double corrected, for both restriction in the
CATS and the PCL-R, to create a dis-attenuated correlation for each group. This resulted in
new estimated correlations for the CATS vs. records based PCL-Rs of 0.95 (SOR), 0.97
(BH) and 0.95 (KR) (Table 1). Whilst these results look encouraging referral to the original
correlations of the raw CATS score with the PCL-R score illustrates that at least for the
sample calculated by KR this cannot be the entire explanation. It was therefore decided that
our sample for the remaining analyses would include only those of the first rater (SOR)
giving a sample size of 100.
3.3 What is the nature of the difference in VRAG scores
calculated using the CATS and the PCL-R?
3.3.1 In Interview based PCL-Rs?
3.3.1.1 What is the difference in VRAG scaled scores calculated using the
CATS rather than the interview based PCL-R?
To clarify the nature of the differences between VRAG scores calculated using the interview
based PCL-R and the CATS, we noted the frequency of each value of score difference.
Calculating the VRAG using the CATS rather than interview based PCL-R score resulted in
the same scaled score in 74% of cases with 22% falling one scale score below and 3% one
scaled score above the VRAG score as calculated using the PCL-R (Table 9; Figure 5).
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Table 9: The distribution of score differences of VRAGs scored using
interview based PCL-Rs in comparison to the CATS.
Error margin: CATS vs. PCL-R Count Percent
-1 VRAG calculated using the CATS was one scaled score 13 22.4%
below that using the PCL-R
0 No difference between VRAGs calculated using the CATS 43 74.1%
and the PCL-R
1 VRAG calculated using the CATS was one scaled score 2 3.4%
above that using the PCL-R
Note: Percentages are rounded and therefore may not total 100%
Figure 5: Histogram illustrating the difference in scaled VRAG score
when it was calculated using the CATS rather than interview based
PCL-R score.
-1 o 1
Difference in VRAG scale score: The interview based PCL-R vs. the CATS
(PCL-R minus the CATS)
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3.3.1.2 Is the validity of the CATS as a replacement for the interview based
PCL-R maintained across VRAG score ranges?
To examine if the finding was robust across the range of scaled scores, scores were grouped
into two ranges. The correlation between the VRAG as calculated using the CATS in
comparison to interview based PCL-Rs for VRAG scaled score range 1-5 was 0.93
(P=<0.05; n=33) and for scores 6-9 was 0.7 (P=<0.05; n=25). Descriptive statistics on each
score range were also calculated (Table 10).
Table 10: The reliability of the VRAG calculated using the CATS rather
than interview based PCL-R score in two different score ranges.
VRAG Scaled n Correlation Dis-attenuated Frequency Mean Standard
Score Correlation Deviation
1-5 33 0.93 -1 4 4.12 0.93
0 27
1 2
6-9 25 0.74 0.82 -1 9 6.64 0.7
0 16
1 0
These results suggested that the accuracy of the CATS at replacing the PCL-R in the VRAG
may alter across VRAG scaled score ranges as the comparative correlations differed
significantly by 0.19 (P=<0.0117; 2 tailed). However, before accepting this as a significant
finding, it is noteworthy that due to the smaller sample size in the VRAG scaled score range
of 6-9 the standard deviation is severely restricted and too great a homogeneity in a sample
can lead to a lowered correlation. Therefore the correlation of the restricted sample was
corrected for restricted variance using the 1-5 range variance as the 'population' value
yielding a dis-attenuated correlation of 0.82. The corrected correlation, as it is an estimate,
with no known distribution, cannot now be tested for significance in comparison with the
correlation found in the VRAG scaled score range of 1-5. If, for interest, we anyway
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compute the test of significance between the correlations in the two VRAG scaled score
ranges (0.93 vs. 0.82), the difference is no longer significant (P=<0.08; two tailed).
3.3.1.3 The Accuracy of predicted VRAG scaled scores using the CATS in
comparison to the interview based PCL-R
Univariate regression analyses were conducted to allow the prediction of each VRAG scaled
score using the CATS with both the point and mean value confidence intervals (Table 11;
Figure 6). Point confidence intervals are those applicable to a specific predicted value for an
individual case whilst mean confidence intervals refer to those computed around the
expected mean score for all possible cases at a particular value of the independent variable.
Table 11: Predicted Scaled VRAG scores using the CATS with point and
mean value confidence intervals for interview based PCL-Rs.
VRAG Scaled VRAG Predicted Scaled Score using the CATS 95% Confidence Intervals
Score Point CI Mean Value CI
1 1.43 0.5-2.3 1.1-1.7
2 2.29 1.4-3.2 2.0-2.5
3 3.15 2.3-4.0 3.0-3.3
4 4.01 3.2-4.9 3.9-4.1
5 4.87 4.0-5.7 4.8-5.0
6 5.73 4.9-6.6 5.6-5.8
7 6.59 5.7-7.4 6.4-6.7
8 7.45 6.6-8.3 7.2-7.6
9 8.31 7.4 - 9.2 8.0-8.6
The difference between predicted VRAG scaled scores using the CATS and that found using
the interview based PCL-R ranges from 0.01 to 0.69 with mean value 95% confidence
intervals no greater than 1.0 scaled score remote from the predicted VRAG scaled score and
point 95% confidence intervals no greater than 1.7 remote.
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Figure 6: Line plot illustrating predicted interview based PCL-R VRAG
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3.3.1.4 The Comparative Distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using
the CATS in comparison to the interview based PCL-R.
The comparative distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the CATS and interview
based PCL-R scores was plotted in histogram form (Figure 7). The distribution of scores
was not significantly different (Chi Sq = 7.451, N-l categories, ranged from 2-8, df=6,
P<=0.28)
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Figure 7: The distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the




3.3.2 In records based PCL-Rs?
3.3.2.1 What is the difference in VRAG scaled scores calculated using the
CATS rather than the records based PCL-R?
To examine the difference between VRAG scores calculated using records based PCL-Rs
and the CATS we noted the frequency of each value of score difference. VRAGs computed
using the CATS rather than a records based PCL-R score resulted in the same scaled score in
71% of cases with 14% falling both one scale score below and above the VRAG score as
calculated using the PCL-R (Table 12; Figure 8).
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Table 12: The distribution of score differences of VRAGs scored using
records based PCL-Rs in comparison to the CATS.
Error margin: CATS vs. PCL-R Count Percent
-1 VRAG calculated using the CATS was one 6 14.3%
scaled score below that using the PCL-R
0 No difference between VRAGs calculated using 30 71.4%
the CATS and the PCL-R
1 VRAG calculated using the CATS was one 6 14.3%
scaled score above that using the PCL-R
Figure 8: Histogram illustrating the difference in scaled VRAG score
when it was calculated using the CATS rather than records based PCL-
R score.
-1 o 1
Difference in VRAG scale score: The records based PCL-R vs the CATS
(PCL-R VRAG minus the CATS VRAG)
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3.3.2.2 Is the validity of the CATS as a replacement for the records based
PCL-R maintained across VRAG score ranges?
To investigate whether this finding was uniform across the range of scaled scores, scores
were again grouped into two ranges. The correlation between the VRAG as calculated using
the CATS in comparison to records based PCL-Rs for VRAG scaled score range 1-5 was
0.86 (P=<0.05; n=26) and for scores 6-9 was 0.58 (P=<0.05; n=16). Descriptive statistics on
each score range were also calculated (Table 13). As was the case in our analysis of the
interview based PCL-Rs the correlations in the two score ranges appeared to differ
substantially although in this case the difference failed to reach statistical significance in
initial analyses (P=<0.069; two tailed). The higher score range again suffered from a
restricted range as illustrated in its low standard deviation and was again dis-attenuated to
compensate for homogeneity of variance giving an adjusted correlation of 0.80 which, if we
extend the analogy of an adjusted correlation, did not differ from that of the unrestricted
sample (0.86 vs. 0.80; P=<0.057; two tailed).
Table 13: The reliability of the VRAG calculated using the CATS rather
than records based PCL-R score for two alternative score ranges.
VRAG Scaled n Correlation Dis-attenuated Frequency Mean Standard
Score Correlation Deviation
1-5 26 0.86 -1 4 4.19 0.981
0 19
1 3




3.3.2.3 The Accuracy of predicted VRAG scaled scores using the CATS in
comparison to the PCL-R
As for interview based PCL-Rs, univariate regression analyses were conducted to allow the
prediction of each VRAG scaled score using the CATS with point and mean value
confidence intervals (Table 14; Figure 9).
Table 14: Predicted Scaled VRAG scores using the CATS with point and
mean value confidence intervals in records based PCL-Rs.
VRAG Scaled VRAG Predicted Scaled Score using the CATS 95% Confidence Intervals
Score Point CI Mean Value CI
1 1.24 0.03 - 2.4 0.7-1.8
2 2.18 1.0-3.3 1.8-2.6
3 3.12 2.0-4.3 2.8-3.4
4 4.06 3.0-5.2 3.9-4.3
5 5.01 3.9-6.1 4.8-5.2
6 5.95 4.8-7.1 5.6-6.1
7 6.89 5.8-8.0 6.6-7.2
8 7.83 6.7-9.0 7.5-8.2
9 8.88 7.6-9.8 8.3-9.3
The difference in predicted scaled VRAG scores using the CATS in comparison to those
calculated using the records based PCL-R ranged from 0.01 to 0.17, with 95% point
confidence intervals of between 0.2 and 0.8 remote from the predicted value and 95% mean
value confidence limits of between 1.1 and 1.7 remote from the prediction.
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Figure 9: Line plot illustrating predicted records based PCL-R VRAG
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3.3.2.1 The Comparative Distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using
the CATS in comparison to the records based PCL-R.
The comparative distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the CATS and records
based PCL-R scores was plotted in histogram form (Figure 10). The distribution of scores
was not significantly different (Chi Sq = 2.339, N-l categories, ranged from 2-7, df=5,
P<=0.80 NS).
Figure 10: The distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the




3.3.3 For the total sample?
3.3.3.1 What is the difference in VRAG scaled scores calculated using the
CATS rather than the combined sample PCL-R?
The distribution of the difference in scores calculated using the CATS in comparison to the
PCL-R for the entire sample was then calculated (Table 15) and plotted on a histogram
(Figure 11). The CATS accurately replicated the VRAG score achieved using the PCL-R in
73% of cases, estimating one scaled score above in 19% of cases and one scaled score below
in 8% of cases.
Table 15: The distribution of score differences of VRAGs scored using
the PCL-R in comparison to the CATS.
Error margin: CATS vs. PCL-R Count Percent
-1 VRAG calculated using the CATS was one 19 19%
scaled score below that using the PCL-R
0 No difference between VRAGs calculated using 73 73%
the CATS and the PCL-R
1 VRAG calculated using the CATS was one 8 8%
scaled score above that using the PCL-R
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Figure 11: Histogram illustrating the difference in scaled VRAG score
when it was calculated using the CATS rather than the PCL-R score.
-1 o 1
(PCL-R VRAG minus the CATS VRAG)
Difference in VRAG scale score: The PCL-R vs the CATS
3.3.3.2 Is the validity of the CATS as a replacement for the combined sample
PCL-R maintained across VRAG score ranges?
The reliability of the CATS as a replacement for the PCL-R in the VRAG across two
alternative score ranges was then calculated (Table 16). As found previously when
examining two score ranges the standard deviations indicated restricted variance in the
higher range and again this was adjusted giving correlations and percentage errors of 0.90,
22% (range 1-5) and 0.77, 34% (adjusted; range 6-9). If we extend the analogy of the
estimated correlation to examine the difference between the two correlations they are found
to be significant (P=<0.03; n=100) although the reliability of doing so is limited. Therefore
it appears that in the higher score ranges the CATS is beginning to over estimate the VRAG.
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Table 16: The reliability of the VRAG calculated using the CATS rather








1-5 59 0.90 -1 8 4.15 0.943
0 46
1 5
6-9 41 0.65 0.77 -1 11 6.63 0.662
0 27
1 3
3.3.3.3 The Accuracy of predicted VRAG scaled scores using the CATS in
comparison to the combined sample of PCL-R scores
As previously conducted on records and interview based samples, univariate regression
analyses were conducted to allow the prediction of each VRAG scaled score using the CATS
with both the point and mean value confidence intervals for the combined sample (Table 17;
Figure 12).
Table 17: Predicted Scaled VRAG scores using the CATS with point and
mean value confidence intervals for the combined sample.
VRAG Scaled VRAG Predicted Scaled Score using the CATS 95% Confidence Intervals
Score Point CI Mean Value
CI
1 1.38 0.4-2.4 1.1-1.7
2 2.27 1.3-3.2 2.1-2.5
3 3.15 2.2-4.1 3.0-3.3
4 4.04 3.1-5.0 3.9-4.2
5 4.92 4.0-5.9 4.8-5.0
6 5.81 4.9-6.7 5.7-5.9
7 6.69 5.7-7.7 6.6-6.8
8 7.58 6.6-8.5 7.4-7.7
9 8.46 7.5-9.4 8.2-8.7
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The difference between predicted VRAG scaled scores using the CATS and that found using
the PCL-R for the combined samples ranges from 0.04 to 0.54 with mean value 95%
confidence intervals no greater than 1.3 scaled scores remote from the predicted VRAG
scaled score and point 95% confidence intervals no greater than 1.6 remote.
Figure 12: Line plot illustrating predicted interview based PCL-R VRAG
scores using the CATS with point and mean value confidence intervals.
3.3.3.4 The Comparative Distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using
the CATS in comparison to the combined sample PCL-R.
The distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the CATS in comparison to those
calculated using records based PCL-R scores was plotted in histogram form (Figure 13).
Their distribution did not differ significantly (Chi Sq = 4.919, N-l categories, ranged from 2-
8, df=6, P<=0.55 NS).
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Figure 13: The distribution of total VRAG scores calculated using the





3.4 How does the CATS replicate the PCL-R scores, in what
way are their composite items related?
To examine how each CATS item related to each other, the scale's internal structure, the
correlation of each variable with all others, was calculated (Table 18).
Table 18: Correlation of each CATS variable and totals against all
others.











Significant correlations are in bold.
An understanding of the comparative distribution of each sample's scaled score was gained
by adjusting the records based scores (n=42) in proportion to the percentage difference in
sample size in comparison to the interview based sample (n=58). Due to the small numbers
in some groups scaled scores were grouped in the ranges 1-3, 4-6 and 7-9. The distribution
of expected versus observed frequencies was examined using the Chi Square statistic and did
not reach statistical significance (P=<0.069) although indicating there was a borderline

































































The relationship between each CATS variable and each PCL-R variable and its factors was
examined by again constructing a correlational table comparing all variables (Table 12). The
comparative distribution of total CATS and PCL-R scores was plotted on a histogram
(Figure 11).
Table 19: Correlation of each CATS variable with each PCL-R variable



















PCL-R 1 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.08 -0.02 -0.00 -0.05 0.17 0.11
PCL-R 2 0.03 0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.06 -0.00 -0.27 0.01 -0.04
PCL-R 3 0.34 0.26 0.15 0.35 0.36 0.22 -0.01 0.21 0.38
PCL-R 4 0.19 0.18 -0.03 0.09 0.00 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.13
PCL-R 5 0.19 0.10 -0.05 0.18 0.12 0.24 0.09 0.23 0.22
PCL-R 6 0.11 0.05 -0.11 0.13 0.11 0.11 -0.22 -0.11 0.01
PCL-R 7 0.12 -0.00 -0.09 0.14 0.06 0.03 -0.20- 0.11 -0.01
PCL-R 8 0.08 0.00 -0.10 0.07 0.08 -0.03 -0.23 0.01 -0.02
PCL-R 9 0.08 0.11 -0.04 0.16 0.12 0.16 -0.12 0.05 0.10
PCL-R 10 0.15 0.13 -0.07 0.14 0.24 0.22 0.03 0.18 0.21
PCL-R 11 -0.05 0.07 -0.08 0.11 0.06 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.09
PCL-R 12 0.42 0.19 0.20 0.30 0.44 0.36 0.12 0.34 0.48
PCL-R 13 0.09 -0.06 0.000 0.11 0.00 0.09 -0.11 0.03 0.03
PCL-R 14 0.07 0.17 0.02 0.21 0.18 0.16 0.23 0.19 0.25
PCL-R 15 0.06 0.09 -0.17 0.25 0.12 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.11
PCL-R 16 0.09 -0.08 -0.13 0.04 0.02 -0.09 -0.05 0.02 -0.04
PCL-R 17 -0.13 0.17 0.02 -0.09 0.02 -0.07 0.15 0.11 0.04
PCL-R 18 0.32 0.29 0.27 0.40 0.51 0.42 0.10 0.31 0.53
PCL-R 19 0.44 0.29 0.32 0.36 0.47 0.31 -0.03 0.28 0.49
PCL-R 20 0.36 0.35 0.25 0.29 0.49 0.37 0.24 0.20 0.51
Total 0.34 0.26 0.06 0.36 0.38 0.31 -0.01 0.26 0.39
Note: N=94 as the result of missing data on the PCL-R.
Significant correlations are in bold.
To further clarify how individual CATS and PCL-R items were related we conducted a
factor analysis of them as a joint item set. We began by conducting three tests of factor
extraction quantity using both Principle Component (PCA) and Image Component (IFA)
Analyses to determine the number of factors contained in the data set. These were the
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Velicer Minimum Average Partial (MAP) Test, Armor's Theta and Barrett and Kline's
Autoscree from which we concluded that there should be two factors (Table 20).
Table 20: The results of the three extraction quantity tests to determine
the number of factors in the sample (n=100).
Method Principle Component Analyses Image Component Analyses
MAP Test 2 2
Theta Reliability 3* 2
Autoscree 5 2
Borderline (the 3rd theta was 0.53).
The amount of variance identified as common variance (item image variance) within the
correlation matrix was 57%. Taking into account the results of the factor extraction quantity
tests (Table 20) we analysed the data using a 2 factor minimum residual analysis (MINRES)
and a direct oblimin rotation. For the rotation delta was swept in 0.5 increments from -40.0
to 0.5. Although the theoretical maximum of delta is 1.0 we did not exceed 0.5 above which
factor solutions tend to collapse because of extreme obliquity. The maximal simple structure
was found at delta = 0.5, with an overall hyperplane count of 20 (as defined by loadings
within + 0.1 where the maximum would be 56, 28 variables multiplied by 2 dimensions).
The factor correlation was 0.134 which is only mildly oblique suggesting the factors are
semi-independent. The two factors and the individual loadings of variables on each are
listed in Table 21.
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Table 21: The combined factor pattern of the combined CATS and PCL-
R variables with the loadings representing the contribution of the factor
to each variable, independent of the correlation between factors.
Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 PCL-R
Factor
CATS 1 Elementary school maladjustment 0.688 0.042
CATS 2 Teenage alcohol problem 0.392 0.031
CATS 3 Childhood aggression rating 0.421 -0.196
CATS 4 Conduct Disorder symptoms 0.619 0.092
CATS 5 School suspension / expulsion 0.774 -0.004
CATS 6 Arrested under 16 years 0.653 0.003
CATS 7 Parental alcoholism 0.257 -0.170
CATS 8 Lived with both parents to age 16? 0.508 -0.001
PCL-R 1 Glibness / Superficial charm -0.28 0.470 1
PCL-R 2 Grandiose sense of self worth -0.004 0.334 1
PCL-R 3 Need for stimulation / Proness to boredom 0.456 0.362
PCL-R 4 Pathological lying 0.088 0.488 1
PCL-R 5 Conning / Manipulative 0.98 0.533 1
PCL-R 6 Lack of remorse or guilt -0.098 0.762 1
PCL-R 7 Shallow affect -0.062 0.558 1
PCL-R 8 Callous / Lack of empathy -0.134 0.831 1
PCL-R 9 Parasitic Lifestyle 0.036 0.302 2
PCL-R 10 Poor behavioural controls 0.197 0.558 2
PCL-R 11 Promiscuous sexual behaviour 0.167 0.010
PCL-R 12 Early behavioural problems 0.628 0.143 2
PCL-R 13 Lack of realistic, long term goals -0.041 0.459 2
PCL-R 14 Impulsivity 0.239 0.372 2
PCL-R 15 Irresponsibility 0.55 0.749 2
PCL-R 16 Failure to accept responsibility for own actions -0.144 0.663 1
PCL-R 17 Many short-term marital relationships 0.059 -0.099
PCL-R 18 Juvenile Delinquency 0.728 0.054 2
PCL-R 19 Revocation of conditional release 0.625 -0.082 2




Loadings above 0.3 are in bold.
The factor analyses suggest that the CATS is a well defined scale, loading strongly onto one
factor, which taps into the PCL-Rs measures of childhood behaviour and criminality, the two
areas that appear to best describe the nature of Factor 1. Factor two is similar to the PCL-R's
traditional first factor reflecting personality characteristics. All PCL-R items normally
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contained within its first factor reflecting 'selfish, callous, and remorseless use of others',
fall into the combined CATS PCL-R Factor 2 reflecting personality characteristics. Whilst
the majority of items traditionally in the second PCL-R factor reflecting 'Chronically
unstable, anti-social, and socially deviant lifestyles' are also in the combined model's factor
2 the strength of the new Factor 1 dominated by the CATS is such that it has 'dragged'
similar PCL-R items across to join it.
Note:
For information the frequency of each response for each question of the VRAG (Appendix
4), CATS (Appendix 5) and PCL-R (Appendix 6) for interview based, records based and the
combined sample PCL-R are provided in the appendices.
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4 Discussion
4.1 Is the CATS a valid alternative to the PCL-R in
calculating the VRAG?
The purpose of this study was, in the light of increasing, legislation based, pressure on
clinicians to accurately predict risk, to examine the validity of a quicker, more effective
means of calculating the VRAG, presently a widely used method of actuarial risk prediction.
The current findings suggest that the CATS is a valid alternative to the PCL-R score in
calculating the VRAG with little loss of accuracy in a UK forensic inpatient population. Its
replacement of the PCL-R would have important benefits in negating the need for a specially
trained PCL-R rater, or for a structured interview, giving time and cost benefits. The VRAG
scaled score using the CATS was identical to that using the PCL-R in 73% of cases
achieving a correlation of 0.95. In no cases did the VRAG scaled score using the CATS
differ by more than one scaled score to that produced using the PCL-R indicating a minimal
margin of error.
The examination of the accuracy of the CATS in predicting VRAG scores calculated
conventionally with the PCL-R illustrated different levels of accuracy in different conditions.
For the primary rater in comparison to interview based PCL-Rs the correlation was highest at
0.96 but dropped marginally to 0.93 in comparison to records based PCL-Rs. The reasons
for this may be twofold. Perhaps PCL-Rs calculated by records only, are inherently less
reliable than those inclusive of an interview. If this is so, it is of note that the CATS better
approximates the more accurate interview based measure. The PCL-R manual states that
ratings can be made using case records only, providing that they are of sufficient quality, but
does not report a reduction in reliability. This brings us to our alternative explanation, the
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reduction in accuracy may be a product of the subjects in each group and the quality of
information available on them. Subjects in the interview based PCL-R group were currently
resident within the State Hospital whereas those in the records based group were persons
discharged from the hospital between 1985 and 1987.
It was the experience of the primary rater (SOR) that there was less identifying information
from which to score the VRAG in the latter group. Files for subjects in the latter historical
group lacked the structured report formats of the more recently referred patients. Difficulties
arose where patients admitted more than a decade previously lacked the detailed accounts of
childhood and adolescent history so integral to modem assessment. If this difficulty was
also experienced when the PCL-R was being calculated for these subjects this may have
further contributed to reduced reliability and hence the reduced correlation between VRAGs
calculated using these PCL-R scores versus the CATS in comparison to interview based
questionnaires. This point also illustrates a potential problem with both the CATS and the
VRAG, their dependence on accurate historical data.
4.2 The influence of raters
The ability of the CATS to replicate the VRAG calculated using the PCL-R score calculated
on records also differed according to rater dropping from 0.93 (SOR) to 0.88 (BH) and 0.81
(KR). As noted during our analyses, this pattern of results may simply reflect restricted
variance as a result of small sample sizes and indeed the dis-attenuated correlations, altering
these correlations to 0.95 (SOR & KR) and 0.97 (BH), indicated that this may be the case.
However for a dis-attenuated correlation to be accurate a number of assumptions must be
made regarding the sample including linearity and bivariate normality, the lack of which
may render the estimate inaccurate. Reference to the correlations between raw CATS score
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and raw PCL-R scores where rater KR's was -0.3 suggests that homogeneity of variance may
not be entirely responsible for the difference in correlations between raters. If this is the case
an alternative explanation may return us to the different nature of the subjects in the records
based and interview based PCL-R groups as these correlations all refer to subjects whose
records were of the older type. All three raters reported difficulty locating relevant
information and that some simply was not contained in the files necessitating rater
'judgement calls', their best guess (see 4.2.1). It may be that the difference in the CATS'
accuracy reflects the clinical experience of the raters as the reducing correlations mirror the
number of years of clinical experience of each rater, 7 years (SOR), 3 years (BH) and 1 year
(KR). Thus there may have been an interaction between the poor quality of the files and the
need for 'judgement calls' and clinical experience. It could of course be argued that if this is
the case it negates the very benefits the CATS was thought to hold over the PCL-R, that of a
time and cost saving as a clinically experience trained rater was not required. This can be
countered on two fronts. Firstly, this finding requires to be replicated on a larger sample to
allow the separation of any effects of restricted variance due to small sample sizes.
Secondly, it needs to be replicated on more modern, accurate hospital files to identify if the
reduced need for 'judgement calls' would remove the effect.
4.2.1 Objectivity in scoring the CATS and the VRAG
Ideally the clinical experience of the rater should not be an issue for an actuarial instrument
where variables should be precisely defined and the answer a matter of fact rather than
opinion.
In the present study it was apparent that this was not so (see 4.2.). A detailed examination of
the VRAG and CATS revealed that there was potential for substantial response variation.
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For example:
The first question regarding if the subject lived with both biological parents until the
age of 16 raised a number of questions.
• Did separation during a mother's confinement for a subsequent child count?
• Ifbeing sent to an approved school counted as separation did going to
boarding school?
• How long a time period constituted separation?
Thus there were many questions regarding the definition of a superficially straightforward
variable. Much more difficult were questions regarding elementary school maladjustment or
childhood aggression, the types of terms that are by nature difficult to categorise, especially
retrospectively from case note data. In an attempt to make decisions uniform, as each query
of this nature arose a decision was taken after consultation with the original authors and
recorded for future reference (Appendix 3). I believe that these additional notes regarding
coding may provide a valuable tool for those wishing to use the VRAG in the future.
'Judgement calls' were therefore limited to decisions of whether the absence of information
in a file was a true indication of an issue not being a problem. For example, if parental
alcoholism is not mentioned as being either present or absent, do we assume the latter? The
VRAG scoring guide suggests this approach is taken but, most importantly, has the caveat
that the file should be of a certain standard before one can assume this is the case. It is
notable that prior to the VRAG's development considerable effort was spent re-structuring
and ensuring the quality of the hospital files from which it was subsequently scored. Such an
initiative had not taken place at the State Hospital resulting in the difficult 'judgement calls'
previously noted. Rice suggests that should there be insufficient information to confidently
score an item that it should be omitted and no score given (Rice, personal communication).
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We did not adopt this approach, instead choosing a 'forced choice' option, as reference to the
score weighting system on the VRAG indicates that a score of zero for an absent item, rather
than contributing nothing, actually biases the instrument toward a higher score, indicating
greater likelihood of recidivism, as many indicators of reduced recidivism on the VRAG are
weighted with a negative score.
4.3 What is the nature of the errors in CATS calculated
VRAGs?
A further difference in the accuracy of VRAGs calculated using the CATS in relation to
interview or records based PCL-Rs was the distribution of error scores. Whereas for the
records based PCL-Rs the CATS VRAG errors were evenly distributed at 14% estimating
one scaled score below and above, those for interview based PCL-Rs were 22% one scale
score below and 3% one scaled score above. As difference scores were calculated as the
PCL-R VRAG minus the CATS VRAG, this suggests that for interview based PCL-R
VRAGs the CATS VRAG errors seem to be skewed towards an overestimation of likelihood
to recidivate. That is, in 22% of cases the VRAG calculated using the CATS was estimated
at one scaled score point higher than using the interview based PCL-R. Thus if using the
CATS a trend may exist toward over-estimating someone's potential to recidivate and a
higher rate of false positives.
It may be that raters dependent on historical records only are forced to record as present
evidence of a personality PCL-R item, that is mentioned once in the notes, that a clinician
may dismiss if unable to elicit at interview. This again makes the assumption that records
based PCL-Rs are marginally less accurate than their interview based counter-parts. Thus,
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although we could simply conclude that the CATS is a more valid predictor of records based
PCL-Rs, it is more clinically ethical to aspire to the more accurate measure and we should
therefore endeavour to replicate the findings of interview based PCL-Rs. If the relationship
appears to be uniform and replicable in a larger sample a re-working of the weighting system
of the CATS to more closely approximate results gained using the interview based PCL-R
may be desirable. Yet it should be borne in mind that at no time were VRAG scaled scores
using the CATS more than one scaled score different to those gained using the PCL-R.
Of similar concern is if the relationship of the CATS to the PCL-R within the VRAG was not
uniform across the scale, as this again would require corrective weighting. Initial analyses of
grouped VRAG scaled scores into ranges of 1-5 and 6-9 appeared to suggest that the CATS
was a less valid replacement of the PCL-R in the VRAG's higher score ranges for interview
based, records based and combined PCL-Rs. However, these data again suffered from
increased homogeneity of variance as the result of small samples sizes and once dis-
attenuated the difference between CATS vs. PCL-R correlations for the two score ranges
was no longer significantly different in the interview based and records based samples.
However within these samples the trend toward reduced validity still existed and within the
combined sample it remained significant. Whilst in such small samples one cannot be
confident of such trends it appears that for the VRAG scaled score higher ranges the CATS
may over-estimate the VRAG in comparison to its value when calculated using the PCL-R as
noted for interview based PCL-Rs alone. This further replicates the finding of its propensity
to overestimate the VRAG scaled score when considering simple frequency counts of error
scores across the VRAG range as a whole but suggests that this bias may be skewed toward
higher score ranges meaning considerable care would have to be taken in the development of
any alternative weighting system. However, it must be stressed that the CATS estimated
VRAG did not differ from that calculated using the PCL-R by more than one scaled score for
any case.
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The question remains why the CATS should replicate the PCL-R less effectively in the
higher score ranges. The explanation may be that in the higher score ranges more judgement
calls are required as the rating of the absence of a variable, in comparison to its severity, is
more easily judged. Alternatively the PCL-R's first factor, identifying personality variables
may be tapping into dynamic variables whereas the CATS, being solely historically based,
will remain the same independent of when during a person's adulthood it is scored. Thus the
PCL-R may be identifying a reduction in risk of violent recidivism.
4.4 In what way are CATS and PCL-R items related?
Examination of the internal structure of the CATS suggested that there were no redundant
variables as all correlated significantly with the CATS total score. The variable which
correlated most highly with the score total was elementary school maladjustment which had
a correlation of more than 0.4 with all variables apart from those referring to teenage and
parental alcohol abuse, which appeared to be independent, neither correlating significantly
with any other variable. The existence of conduct disorder was highly correlated with
suspension or expulsion from school and arrest prior to the age of 16 years.
The literature on individual predictors of violent recidivism has examined few of the
variables that appear in the CATS (Bonita et al., 1998) but does add weight to the validity of
some. The CATS variables of school maladjustment, school expulsion, childhood
aggression, conduct disorder and arrest before the age of 16 years could all be considered
sub-categories of a 'pre-adult history of antisocial behaviour' (Gendreau et al., 1996)
predictive of general recidivism or 'juvenile delinquency' (Bonita et al., 1998) predictive of
violent recidivism. Neither is whether the offender lived with both parents addressed
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specifically in the literature although this and parental alcoholism may contribute to 'family
structure' predictive of general recidivism (Gendreau et al., 1996) and 'family problems'
predictive of violent recidivism (Bonita et ah, 1998). The teenage and parental alcoholism
variables in the CATS find some parallels in the correlation of alcoholic fathers with later
violence (Scott, 1977) and the significant relationship between substance abuse and both
general (Gendreau et ah, 1996) and violent recidivism (Bonita et ah, 1998).
If an eight item actuarial scale can so closely approximate the results of a twenty item
clinical scale, for the purposes ofVRAG computation, the question must be asked ofhow the
two scales relate to one another. The correlations of variables from each scale against each
other and the results of the factor analysis of all twenty-eight items were remarkably
consistent. The CATS and PCL-R total scores are significantly positively correlated. Only
five PCL-R items correlated significantly with individual CATS items and these five did so
consistently being significantly related to at least four CATS variables each. The strongest
of these was juvenile delinquency followed by criminal versatility, revocation of a
conditional release, early behavioural problems and the need for stimulation / proness to
boredom. Factor analysis of the 28 items suggested that they contained two factors, the first
of which identified criminal history and childhood maladjustment and the second of which
reflected aspects of personality very much mirroring the two known factors of the PCL-R.
All eight CATS variables fell within Factor 1, as would be anticipated considering its
historical emphasis and reflecting a cohesive structure. Fourteen PCL-R items fell within
Factor 2 including all those in the PCL-Rs traditional Factor 1 indicative of 'selfish, callous,
and remorseless use of others' (Hare, 1991), again as one would expect as this second
combined CATS /PCL-R factor taps into personality items. The remaining five items that
contribute to the PCL-Rs second factor reflecting 'chronically unstable, antisocial, and
socially deviant lifestyle' (Hare, 1991) (as one question is contained in neither) all therefore
load onto factor 1 of the combined factor structure. These are the same five variables that
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were significantly correlated with the CATS variables as described earlier which are thus
embodied in the factor analysis as one would expect. All relate to childhood maladjustment
and criminal history. Thus the CATS is a cohesive scale that primarily reflects the
traditional second factor of the PCL-R and replicates its assessment of early maladjustment
and criminal propensity.
4.5 The clinical utility of calculating the VRAG using the
CATS rather than the PCL-R
The internal structure of the CATS and its relationship with the PCL-R are consistent and its
correlation, across the sample, of 0.95 appears impressive but what of it's clinical utility?
We have noted that the VRAG calculated using the CATS is never more than one scaled
score different to that calculated using the PCL-R but this occurs in 27% of cases and the
consequences of this must be considered. Let us take as an example the prediction of a PCL-
R VRAG scaled score of four as this is the most common VRAG score both in this and the
developmental sample. The predicted score would be 4.04 and the point confidence intervals
(if we are considering an individual case) would be from 3.1 to 5.0 indicating, as we would
expect, the no more than one scaled score error rate. If we translate this into projected
recidivism rates though the implications for clinical utility become apparent. These
confidence intervals represent predicted recidivism ranging from 0.12 to 0.36 (for VRAG
score 4 = 0.17) over 7 years and 0.24 to 0.48 (for VRAG score 4 = 0.31) over 10 years. The
breadth of these ranges of predicted recidivism are such that it's utility to the clinician must
be called into question. Thus the VRAG calculated with the CATS rather than the PCL-R
introduces considerably more error than their correlation initially indicates. Studies of the
VRAG's ability to accurately predict recidivism suggest it is 76% accurate, an impressive
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figure in risk assessment but how is this affected when calculated using the CATS?
Combining the reduction in variance explained by the CATS score and the VRAG's
independent accuracy the altered CATS VRAG accuracy is reduced to 66%, a 10% drop. An
ability to predict violent recidivism with 66% accuracy remains an impressive feat when
compared to studies of clinical prediction (see 1.6.1.). However, such an accuracy rate
suggests that the inclusion of standard errors for use in conjunction with scaled VRAG
scores may be useful for clinicians and that there is a cost to using the CATS rather than the
PCL-R.
4.6 A proposed method of improving actuarial
measurement
The effect of the introduction of actuarial assessment on base rate recidivism has
implications for the actuarial instrument's lifespan. By definition, the implementation of an
effective actuarial instrument will reduce base rate recidivism as it will suggest the continued
detention of those most likely to re-offend. This prevents the 're-norming' of the instrument
and only allows for its accuracy in terms of true negatives and false negatives to be assessed.
It will not be possible to produce a new actuarial instrument as you have limited those
offenders you release. It is therefore necessary to begin follow up immediately to assess if
its accuracy amongst those released is as one would predict. Presently, it has been possible
to continue to develop actuarial instruments because clinical judgement is less than optimal.
The only means by which to improve an actuarial instrument once it has been implemented,
other than monitoring its false negative rate, is to attempt to reduce its false positive rate.
Yet by definition we cannot determine our false positive rate without manipulating our
thresholds of likely recidivism for release, that is releasing those offenders who would not
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have been released ordinarily, to monitor their behaviour, something which is ethically
dubious. However, it may be possible to devise a second step in the actuarial process where
those patients falling above the threshold for release on the actuarial instrument are subject
to further assessment to ascertain if they share factors known to be common amongst false
positives for this instrument. A proportion of these persons may then become eligible for a
form of conditional release thus reducing the instrument's false positive error rate.
The present study proposes a two stage actuarial system.
1) The actuarial instrument provides an initial estimate of recidivism probability for
an offender.
2) Those persons not eligible for release are examined with a second actuarial
instrument that determines their likelihood of being a false positive allowing the
release of a further group.
The instrument could be further refined with ongoing monitoring of its false negative rate.
4.7 Implications of these results
The current study has three primary implications regarding the calculation of the VRAG
using the CATS rather than the PCL-R.
The CATS may require re-scaling to allow it more consistently to replicate the PCL-R across
VRAG score ranges and to better replicate interview based PCL-Rs. The finding that the
CATS VRAG had a lower correlation with the PCL-R VRAG at the upper end of the VRAG
scaled score range may simply be a product of our small sample and its restricted range but it
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would be desirable to examine this further. Should the CATS genuinely differ in its ability
to replicate the PCL-R within the VRAG's higher score ranges then its variable weightings
should be altered to allow it to do so more consistently. Such re-scaling to compensate for
both this and to allow the more accurate replication of interview PCL-Rs would be a
relatively simple task if data were available on a large enough sample.
The CATS scale is substantially less time consuming than the PCL-R and does not require
patient access whilst still achieving a high level of accuracy making widespread screening
for risk of violent recidivism with an actuarial instrument a more achievable goal. Should
further study indicate that our initial finding of a rater experience effect is instead due to
small sample sizes or the quality of patient records the CATS would also have the substantial
benefit of not requiring a clinically experienced and specifically trained rater as does the
PCL-R. This would further reduce the costs involved in its use.
It should be noted that this study has examined the utility of the CATS as a replacement for
the PCL-R only for the calculation of a VRAG score. The results of the current study do not
suggest, and its developers do not recommend, its replacement of the PCL-R in clinical
practice. The CATS is not a measure of psychopathy.
4.8 The relevance of these findings to current clinical
practice
Whilst the present study may have offered further evidence of the utility of actuarial
methods, its relevance to current clinical practice may be limited a priori by the complete
rejection of actuarial methods by all special hospitals in the UK. Broadmoor hospital has
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recently prepared a position paper rejecting actuarial methods, and Ashworth hospital is
planning to study the actuarial prediction of sexual offender recidivism whilst Rampton is
not currently using actuarial measures and has no official policy on their implementation
(Hammond, Personal communication; Logan, Personal Communication; Hodge, Personal
Communication). None are currently using, or planning to use, actuarial methods for
predicting risk, a policy also shared by the Scottish Prison Service (Barrett, Personal
Communication). The State Hospital, Carstairs is conducting a replication study of the
VRAG working closely with Rice et al. in Canada and is researching the efficacy of actuarial
measures as a necessary precursor before considering their implementation. At present
actuarial measures are not used routinely in the assessment of risk at the State Hospital.
Thus even though verifiable evidence exists that actuarial methods can be more accurate than
current clinical judgement (Quinsey et al., 1998; Meehl, 1954), clinicians are still opposed to
their use. The accuracy of risk assessment will be of increasing importance if the
recommendations of the Fallon enquiry (Fallon et al., 1999) for a third service and
reviewable sentences for those with personality disorders are implemented and is something
we must address.
The key to clinicians' apparent reluctance appears to be the creation by actuarial instruments
of a written record of the expected probability of recidivism. This has two implications for
the clinician who must make decisions regarding release. First, an actuarial score in terms of
probabilities does not answer the clinician's dichotomous question regarding release but
rather continues to leave them with the choice of what constitutes an acceptable risk, as we
cannot detain all persons with a score of above one. Secondly, the record of a numerical
probability of recidivism may serve to provide critics unfamiliar with the issues, should
recidivism occur, with data with which to challenge the clinician no matter how low that
probability figure was, because acceptable risk cannot be objectively defined.
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The answer may lie in this very fact. The level of risk of violent recidivism that is
acceptable amongst those to be released must be defined by the society that accepts the
person back within its ranks. It is a social construction (Bingley, 1997). It is a political
decision that should not be given to one person or a group of medical personnel but rather to
an independent group that makes its decision using evidence provided by clinicians (Bacon,
1997; Litwack et al., 1993; Cohen et al., 1978; and Palermo et al., 1991). It is precisely this
approach that has been recommended in the Fallon report (1999) in the form of a Reviewable
Sentence Board which he suggests might be chaired by a circuit judge and have a structure
similar to a parole board.
4.9 The Limitations of this study and suggestions for future
research
The conclusions of the current study are limited as a result of the number of subgroups: two
types of PCL-Rs and three raters, which resulted in small sample sizes within each. The
matter was further complicated by the nature of the subject records in the interview and
records based PCL-Rs differing in quality. As a result of these two considerations it was not
possible to ascertain if there was an effect of rater experience on the validity of the CATS or
whether rater experience interacted with record quality. In addition, direct comparisons
could not be made between raters as they had not completed assessments on the same
subjects. Similarly, it was not possible to deduce whether the reduced validity of the CATS
in the records based PCL-R sample was the result of record quality or whether the trend
toward reduced validity in higher score ranges was reliable.
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The trends evident in the current study suggesting an effect of rater and record quality on the
validity of the CATS requires to be examined further on larger numbers of subjects, on
consistently high quality records with a true comparison of raters in a within subject design.
The reduced validity of the CATS for records based PCL-Rs requires further examination
and should the trend be both replicated and consistent, consideration of re-weighting may be
beneficial. The potential of a two pass actuarial equation to further increase accuracy should
be explored.
4.10 Study Conclusions
• The VRAG calculated using the CATS in place of the PCL-R was correlated at 0.95 in a
sample of 100 UK forensic inpatients.
• The VRAG loses 10% of its' predictive accuracy when calculated using the CATS,
achieving 66% accuracy rather than 76% when calculated using the PCL-R a
discrepancy which has operational significance.
• VRAGs calculated using the CATS do not differ from those calculated using the PCL-R
by more than one scaled VRAG score.
• The CATS VRAG loses some comparative accuracy with the PCL-R VRAG when
calculating the VRAG in higher score ranges.
• The CATS is a cohesive scale that primarily reflects the second factor of the PCL-R
indicative of 'chronically unstable, antisocial, and socially deviant lifestyle'.
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• The relevance of actuarial assessment was questioned in light of the non-uptake of those
methods within all UK special hospitals despite the assertions of psychologists such as
Quinsey et al. (1998):-
"We are calling on clinicians to do risk appraisal in a new way - a
way that is different from that in which most of us were trained.
We are not advising the addition of actuarial methods to existing
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VRAG Data Collection Form Patient no. CLUULJ




□ 2) Elementary (Primary) school maladjustment?
-1 = No problems
+2 = Slight or moderate problems (minor discipline or attendance)
+5 = Severe problems (frequent disruptive behaviour and/or attendance or
behaviour resulting in expulsion or serious suspension)
□ 3) History of alcohol problems?
Parental alcoholism □
Teenage alcohol problem □
Adult (>18yrs) alcohol problem □
Alcohol involved in a prior offence □
Alcohol involved in index offence □
TOTAL □
Total = 0
Total 1 or 2
Total = 3





□ 4) Marital status?
-2 = Ever married (or lived common law in the same home for at least 6
months)
+1 = Never married.
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5) Criminal History Score for nonviolent offences.
7- (Robbery (bank, store) 1- Break & enter (inc.s break & enter with intent)
3- Robbery (purse snatching) 5- Fraud (extortion, embezzlement)
5- Arson & fire setting (church, house, barn) 1- Fraud (forged cheque, impersonation)
2- Arson & fire setting (garbage can) 1- Possession of a prohibited or restricted weapon
3- Threatening with a weapon 1- Trafficking in narcotics
2- Threatening (uttering threats) 1- Dangerous driving, impaired driving (eg. drunk)
5- Theft > $1,000 inc car theft & possession of stolen property) 1- Obstructing peace officer (inc. resisting arrest)
5- Mischief to public or private property over $ 1,000 1 - Causing a disturbance
2- Break & enter & commit indictable offence (burglary) 1- Wearing a disguise with the intent to commit an offence
1- Theft < (inc possession of stolen goods under) $1,000
1- Mischief to public or private property < $1,000 (+public mischief)
1 - Procuring a person for, or living on the avails of prostitution
TOTAL SCORE =□
-2 = Total score = 0
0 = Total score 1 or 2
+3 = Total score 3 or more
6) Failure on prior conditional release (includes parole or probation violation
or revocation, failure to comply, bail violation, and any new arrest while on
conditional release). (Does not include absconding whilst on a supervised
day-trip or escaping from an instituition).
0 = No
+3 = Yes
7) Age at index offence (at most recent birthday). If >1 charge at once take







□ 8) Victim injury (for index offence; the most serious is scored).
-2 = Death
0 = Hospitalised
+1 = Treated and released
+2 = None or slight (includes no victim)
□ 9) Any female victim (for index offence)?
-1 = Yes
+1 = No (inc. no victim)
□ 10) Meets DSM III criteria for any personality disorder?
-2 = No
+3 = Yes
LJ 11) Meets DSM III criteria for schizophrenia?
-3 = Yes
+1 = No







PCL-R VRAG Total Score
Appendix 2
The Child and Adolescent Taxon Scale
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Data Collection Form








3) Childhood aggression rating?
1 = No evidence of aggression.
4 = Occasional moderate aggression.
7 = Occasional or frequent extreme aggression.
+1 = If score more than 4
0 = If less than 4.
4) More than 3 DSM-III Conduct Disorder symptoms recorded?
A repetitive & persistent pattern of aggressive conduct in which the basic rights of others are violated, as manifested
by either of the following:
1) Physical violence against persons or property (not to defend someone else or oneself), e.g. vandalism,
rape, breaking and entering, fire-setting, mugging, assault.
2) Thefts outside the home involving confrontation with the victim (e.g. extortion, purse-snatching, armed
robbery).
3) Chronic violations of a variety of important rules (that are reasonable and age-appropriate for the child) at
home or at school (e.g. persistent truancy, substance abuse).
4) Repeated funning away from home overnight.
5) Persistent serious lying in and out of the home.
6) Stealing not involving confrontation with a victim.
Failure to establish a normal degree of affection, empathy, or bond with others as evidenced by no more than one of
the following indications of social attachment:
1) Has one or more peer-group friendships that have lasted over six months.
2) Extends himself or herself for others even when no immediate advantage is likely.
3) Apparently feels guilt or remorse when such a reaction is appropriate (not just when caught or in difficulty).
4) Avoids blaming or informing on companions.
5) Shares concern for the welfare of friends or companions.
Duration ofpattern of aggressive conduct of at least six months.




□ 5) Ever suspended or expelled from school?
+1 =Yes
0 = No
□ 6) Arrested under the age of 16 years?
+1 = Yes
0 = No









CATS scores of 0 or 1 = -3
CATS score of 2 or 3 =0
CATS score of 4 = +2
CATS scores of 5 or more = +3
CATS Total Score UU
CATS- VRAG Total Score
Appendix 3
The Violence Risk Appraisal Guide
Scoring Guide
VRAG SCORING GUIDE
1) Lived with both biological parents to age 16?
• This item refers to biological parents.
• If absent from home for a period exceeding one month score as negative.
• Circumstances counted as living with parents:
• Holidays
• Boarding school
• Circumstances counted as not living with parents:
• D List schools
• Parent as hospital inpatient
2) Elementary School Maladjustment.
• Ifnot commented upon, assume absent.
• Referral to D list school is not scored positively without further information.
3) History ofAlcohol Problems
• If file comments on alcohol use inconclusive look for evidence of a alcohol
related dysfunction
• Score item positively if words/ phrases in notes such as "Abuse, problem,
lifestyle, binge drinking, regularly intoxicated, when drunk acts aggressively".
• Parental Alcoholism refers to means Biological Parents only.
4) Marital Status
5) Criminal History Score for nonviolent offences.
• Only score positively convictions exactly equivalent to those listed.
• If in doubt as to the grade of offence give the lower score.
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6) Failure on prior conditional release.
• Includes parole or probation violation or revocation, failure to comply, bail
violation, and any new arrest while on conditional release.
• Does not include absconding whilst on a supervised day-trip or escaping from an
institution.
• Re-admission constitutes failure unless previously given an absolute discharge.
• If previous admission was whilst awaiting trial and patient was subsequently
found not-guilty and released, re-admission does not constitute failure.
Identifying the Index Offence
• If they have been transferred from prison, then take the offence that took them to
prison.
• If admitted for a criminal act but never charged or convicted (e.g. Insane in bar
of trial) then the criminal act is the index offence.
• If transferred from Hospital for an act that would normally result in criminal
charges then score as the index offence.
• If re-admitted due to deterioration in Mental Health, then score the original
index offence.
7) Age at index offence (at most recent birthday).
• If a single current offence brings to light previous just take current
• If no Index Offence then count it as age they were transferred to the State
Hospital.
• If they have had multiple admissions, then take their age on their original
admission to the State Hospital.
8) Victim injury
• Ifmultiple victims the most serious injury is scored.
• If severity unclear score at the lower grade.
9) Any female victim (for index offence)?
9) Meets DSM III criteria for any personality disorder?
• Score positively if medical records specify the diagnosis.
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10) Meets DSM III criteria for schizophrenia?
• Score positively ifmedical records specify the diagnosis.
12) Psychopathy Checklist score?
The VRAG scoring guide is the product ofjoint meetings between Dr. P Barrett and the
raters SOR, BH and KR. The above guide is based on the notes compiled from these
meetings by KR.
Appendix 4
The Violence Risk Appraisal Guide
Response Frequencies
The distribution of responses to each VRAG variable for interview and
records based PCL-Rs and for the sample as a whole.
Variable Response Options Frequency Count Percentage
Type of PCL-R
Int Rec All Int Rec All
Lived with both biological Yes 22 22 44 38 52 44
parents to age 16? No 36 20 56 62 48 56
Elementary school No problems 32 23 55 55 55 55
maladjustment? Slight or moderate problems 6 7 13 10 17 13
Severe problems 20 12 32 34 29 32
History of alcohol problems? Cumulative Total: 0 7 13 20 12 31 20
1 16 12 28 28 29 28
Parental alcoholism 2 14 6 20 24 14 20
Teenage alcohol problem 3 10 6 16 17 14 16
Adult alcohol problem 4 9 4 13 16 10 13
Alcohol involved in prior offence 5 2 1 3 3 2 3
Alcohol involved in prior offence
Marital Status Ever married? 24 11 35 41 74 35
Never married? 34 31 65 59 26 65
Criminal History Score for non¬ Total score: 0 8 9 17 14 21 17
violent offences 1 or 2 4 3 7 7 7 7
3 or more 46 30 76 79 71 76
Failure on prior conditional Yes 30 18 48 52 43 48
release? No 28 24 52 48 57 52
Age at index offence? =<26 years 31 24 55 53 57 55
27 years 4 2 6 7 5 6
28-33 years 13 6 19 22 14 19
34-38 years 6 3 9 10 7 9
=>39 years 4 7 11 7 17 11
Victim injury for index offence? Death 18 10 28 31 24 28
Hospitalised 16 6 22 28 14 22
Treated and released 7 3 10 12 7 10
None or slight 17 23 40 29 55 40
Any female victim? Yes 20 20 40 34 48 40
No 38 22 60 66 52 60
Meets DSM III criteria for any Yes 24 16 40 41 38 40
personality disorder? No 34 26 60 59 62 60
Meets DSM III criteria for Yes 48 29 77 83 69 77
schizophrenia? No 10 13 23 17 31 23
Psychopathy Checklist Score =<4 2 1 3 3 2 3
5-9 6 6 12 10 14 12
10-14 13 5 18 22 12 18
15-24 28 20 48 48 48 48
25-34 9 10 19 16 24 19
=>35 0 0 0 0 0 0




The Child and Adolescent Taxon Scale
Response Frequencies
Response frequency on the CATS for interview based and records
based
Variable Response Options Frequency Count Percentage
Type of PCL-R
Int Rec All Int Rec All
Elementary school maladjustment score Yes 20 12 32 34 29 32
greater than 2 (on VRAG)? No 38 30 68 66 /1 68
Teenage alcohol problem? Yes 22 9 31 38 21 31
No 36 33 69 62 79 69
Childhood aggression rating? Score > 4 23 7 30 60 17 30
1-No evidence of aggression. Score < 5 35 35 /O 40 83 /O
4- Occasional moderate aggression.
7-Occasional or frequency extreme
aggression.
More than 3 DSM-III Conduct Disorder Yes 25 20 45 43 48 45
symptoms recorded? No 33 22 55 57 52 55
Ever suspended or expelled from school? Yes 31 16 47 53 38 47
No 27 26 53 47 62 53
Arrested under the age of 16 years? Yes 23 16 39 40 38 39
No 35 26 61 60 62 61
Parental alcoholism? Yes 30 13 43 52 31 43
No 28 29 57 48 69 57
Lived with both parents to age 16? Yes 21 22 43 36 52 43
No 37 20 57 64 48 57




The Psychopathy Checklist - Revised
Response Frequencies
Response frequency on the PCL-R for the entire sample and subdivided
into interview based and records based PCL-Rs.
Variable Response Frequency Count Percentage
Options
Int Rec All Int Rec All
Glibness / Superficial charm No 40 29 69 70 69 69
Maybe 17 8 25 29 19 25
Yes 1 5 6 2 12 6
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grandiose sense of self worth No 33 28 61 57 67 61
Maybe 17 8 25 29 19 25
Yes 8 6 14 14 14 14
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Need for stimulation / Proness to No 30 17 47 52 40 47
boredom Maybe 17 19 36 29 45 36
Yes 11 6 17 19 14 17
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pathological lying No 37 24 61 64 57 61
Maybe 16 11 27 28 26 27
Yes 5 7 12 9 17 12
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Conning / Manipulative No 39 21 60 67 50 60
Maybe 13 7 20 22 17 20
Yes 6 14 20 10 33 20
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lack of remorse or guilt No 30 8 38 52 19 38
Maybe 15 11 26 26 26 26
Yes 13 22 35 22 52 35
Omit 0 1 1 0 2 1
Shallow affect No 18 10 28 31 24 28
Maybe 31 9 40 53 21 40
Yes 9 23 32 16 55 32
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Callous / Lack of empathy No 29 10 39 50 24 39
Maybe 23 12 35 40 29 35
Yes 6 20 26 10 48 26
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Parasitic Lifestyle No 8 4 12 14 10 12
Maybe 17 8 25 29 19 25
Yes 33 30 63 57 71 63
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Poor behavioural controls No 14 1 15 24 2 15
Maybe 25 15 40 43 36 40
Yes 19 26 45 33 62 45
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Int = Interview based PCL-Rs. Rec = Records based PCL-Rs. All = Refers to the combined
sample ofPCL-Rs.
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Response frequency on the PCL-R for the entire sample and subdivided
into interview based and records based PCL-Rs (continued).
Variable Response Frequency Count Percentage
Options
Int Rec All Int Rec All
Promiscuous sexual behaviour No 19 28 47 33 67 47
Maybe 7 5 12 12 12 12
Yes 30 9 39 52 21 39
Omit 2 0 2 3 0 2
Early behavioural problems No 23 16 39 40 38 39
Maybe 6 6 12 10 14 12
Yes 29 18 47 50 43 47
Omit 0 2 2 0 5 2
Lack of realistic, long term goals No 25 3 28 43 7 28
Maybe 27 15 42 47 36 42
Yes 6 22 28 10 52 28
Omit 0 2 2 0 5 2
Impulsivity No 8 1 9 14 2 9
Maybe 14 16 30 24 38 30
Yes 36 25 61 62 60 61
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Irresponsibility No 14 6 20 24 14 20
Maybe 37 16 53 64 38 53
Yes 7 20 27 12 48 27
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Failure to accept responsibility for No 24 13 37 41 31 37
own actions Maybe 30 10 40 52 24 40
Yes 4 19 23 7 45 23
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Many short-term marital 0 40 41 81 69 98 81
relationships 1 8 1 9 14 2 9
Under age 30: 0 = 0-1 2 10 0 10 17 0 10
1=2 Omit 0 0 0 21 0 0
2 = 3+
Aged 30+: 0 = 0-2
1=3
2 = 4+
Juvenile Delinquency No offences 22 25 47 38 60 47
Minor 8 2 10 14 5 10
Major 28 15 43 48 36 43
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Revocation of conditional release No violations 31 31 62 53 74 62
Minor 8 4 12 14 10 12
Major 19 7 26 33 17 26
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Criminal versatility 0=0-3 10 29 39 17 69 39
1=4-5 20 9 29 34 21 29
2=6 or more 28 4 32 48 10 32
Omit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Int = Interview based PCL-Rs. Rec = Records based PCL-Rs. All = Refers to the combined
sample ofPCL-Rs.
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